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THE HEISENBERG CALCULUS, INDEX THEORY AND CYCLIC
(CO)HOMOLOGY
ALEXANDER GOROKHOVSKY AND ERIK VAN ERP
Abstract. A hypoelliptic operator in the Heisenberg calculus on a compact contact
manifold is a Fredholm operator. Its symbol determines an element in theK-theory of the
noncommutative algebra of Heisenberg symbols. We construct a periodic cyclic cocycle
which, when paired with the Connes-Chern character of the principal Heisenberg symbol,
calculates the index. Our index formula is local, i.e. given as a local expression in terms
of the principal symbol of the operator and a connection on TM and its curvature. We
prove our index formula by reduction to Boutet de Monvel’s index theorem for Toeplitz
operators.
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1. Introduction
On a compact contact manifold, a pseudodifferential operator in the Heisenberg calculus
with an invertible symbol is a hypoelliptic Fredholm operator. The index problem for
Heisenberg elliptic operators has been considered from various perspectives [1, 7, 8, 22,
25, 26]. Our approach here is most closely aligned with that of Epstein and Melrose in
[7,8]. In this paper we give a local formula for the index, as an expression in terms of the
principal symbol of the operator and a connection on TM and its curvature.
1.1. Heisenberg elliptic operators. Let M be a smooth manifold of odd dimension
2n + 1. A contact form on M is a differential 1-form α such that α(dα)n is a nowhere
vanishing volume form. The Reeb field T is the vector field onM with α(T ) = 1, dα(T, ⋅ ) =
0. In [10], Folland and Stein showed how, for the analysis of certain naturally occurring
hypoelliptic operators in the theory of several complex variables, the Reeb field should
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be treated as a differential operator of order 2. Only vector fields X with α(X) = 0 are
given order 1. This filtration of the Lie algebra of vector fields determines a non-standard
filtration on the algebra of differential operators on M . The ‘highest order part’ of an
operator L onM is realized as a smooth family Lp, parametrized by p ∈M , of translation
invariant operators on the Heisenberg group. In [10], fundamental solutions for the model
operators Lp are utilized to construct a parametrix for L .
The ideas of Folland and Stein are the root of the Heisenberg pseudodifferential calculus
[2, 24]. The Heisenberg algebra of a contact manifold is a Z-filtered algebra Ψ●H of pseu-
dodifferential operators on M in which the Reeb field is an operator of order 2. If M is
compact, operators of Heisenberg order zero Ψ0H are bounded on L
2(M), and operators of
negative order Ψ−1H are compact. We denote the algebra of principal Heisenberg symbols
of order zero by
SH ∶= Ψ0H/Ψ−1H
SH is a noncommutative algebra.
The algebra of Heisenberg symbols is as follows. Let H = Kerα be the vector bundle of
tangent vectors that are annihilated by the contact form α. The restriction of the 2-form
ω ∶= −dα to a fiber of H is a symplectic form. Associated to the symplectic bundle H
is a bundle of Weyl algebras over M , which we denote WH . The fiber of WH at p ∈ M
consists of smooth functions on H∗p that have an asymptotic expansion, modulo Schwartz
class functions, as a sum of homogeneous terms of integral order. The product in the
Weyl algebra is such that for two linear functions f, g on H∗ (i.e. vectors in Hp) the
commutator is
f#g − g#f = iω(f, g)
In general,
(1.1) (f#g)(v) =
1
(2π)2n ∫Hp e
2iω(x,y)f(v + x)g(v + y)dxdy
We denote byWopH the bundle of algebras with the opposite product, i.e. the product of f, g
inWopH is g#f . The principal Heisenberg symbol σH(T ) of a Heisenberg pseudodifferential
operator on M is a pair of smooth functions on H∗,
σH(T ) = (σ+, σ−) ∈WH ⊕WopH
(See section 2 below.) T is Heisenberg elliptic if (σ+, σ−) is invertible in WH ⊕WopH . A
Heisenberg elliptic operator T has a parametrix (an inverse modulo smoothing operators),
and if M is compact then T is a Fredholm operator.
1.2. Index formulas of Epstein and Melrose. In this paper we present a formula for
the index of a general Heisenberg elliptic operator on a compact contact manifold that
is computable from local data. The impetus for our paper is the fundamental work of
Charles Epstein and Richard Melrose from the late 1990s [8, 9]. We review some key
points of their work.
Epstein and Melrose derive an index formula for what they call Hermite operators.
Denote by S(H∗) the algebra of smooth functions on H∗ that are Schwartz class in each
fiber, with the # product (1.1). P ∈ Ψ0H is a Hermite operator if
σ0H(P ) = (σ+, σ−) ∈ S(H
∗)⊕ S(H∗)op
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A Toeplitz operator is an example of a Hermite operator. The following formula of
Epstein-Melrose [9] generalizes Boutet de Monvel’s index formula for Toeplitz operators
[3]. If P is Heisenberg elliptic, and P − 1 is a Hermite operator, then
(1.2) IndexP = ∫
M
Ch(σ+) ∧Td(H1,0) + (−1)n+1∫
M
Ch(σ−) ∧Td(H0,1)
Here H ⊗R C = H1,0 ⊕H0,1 is the splitting of the complexified vector bundle H ⊗R C into
the i and −i eigenspaces of a complex structure J ∈ EndH , J2 = −IdH . Such a complex
structure is obtained by reducing the structure group of H from the symplectic group
Sp(2n) to the unitary group U(n).
The definition of the Chern character appearing in (1.2) requires some discussion. Each
fiber of S(H∗) can be represented faithfully by trace class operators on a Hilbert space (the
Bargmann-Fock space). This Hilbert space is obtained by completion of the symmetric
tensors of the complex vector space H1,0p ,
SymH1,0 =
∞
⊕
j=0
SymjH1,0
For sufficiently large N , the compression σ
(N)
+ of σ+ to the finite rank vector bundle
Sym(N)H1,0 =
N
⊕
j=0
SymjH1,0
is invertible. Thus, σ
(N)
+ is an automorphism of the vector bundle Sym
(N)H1,0, and defines
an element in K1(M). For large enough N , this class in K-theory is constant, and the
cohomology class of Ch(σ+) is
(1.3) [Ch(σ+)] ∶= [Ch(σ(N)+ )] ∈Hodd(M) N >> 0
A Chern-Weil formula for the differential form Ch(σ+) is obtained by suspending σN+ .
This results in a vector bundle E(σ(N)+ ) on M ×S1. One can write an explicit formula for
the curvature Ω(σ(N)+ ) of E(σ(N)+ ). This formula depends on a choice of connection for
H1,0. Then (1.2) is made explicit by using the formulas for Ω(σ(N)+ ) and taking the limit
(1.4) Ch(σ+) ∶= lim
N→∞
Tr(exp( i
2π
Ω(σ(N)+ ))
The Chern character Ch(σ−) is treated similarly, except that now S(H∗) ⊂ WopH is repre-
sented by operators on SymH0,1.
Epstein and Melrose derive index formulas for more general (but not quite all) Heisen-
berg elliptic operators. These formulas are less explicit and more complicated than (1.2).
As Epstein explains in [9], there are two problems that make it difficult to further gen-
eralize (1.2). The first problem arises if σ+ − 1 and σ− − 1 converge to 0 at infinity, but
are not integrable. In this case the trace used in the computation of the Chern character
no longer converges as N → ∞. A regularization of the trace, using zeta function meth-
ods, results in additional terms in the index formula. The second obstacle is encountered
in the most general case, if the symbol (σ+, σ−) does not converge to 1 at infinity. In
concrete examples one may obtain index formulas by reducing to the Hermite case using
K-theoretic arguments, but no formula is obtained in this way that applies generally. The
interested reader is referred to the monograph [7].
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1.3. K-theoretic index theorems. In [25], the second author adapted Alain Connes’
use of the tangent groupoid to the index problem for Heisenberg elliptic operators. The
symbol of a Heisenberg elliptic operator determines, in a canonical way, an idempotent in
a noncommutative C∗-algebraM2(C∗(THM)), which gives an element in K-theory. THM
is a bundle of Heisenberg groups over M . The group K0(C∗(THM)) is isomorphic (by
general results in noncommutative geometry) to K0(T ∗M), and the Atiyah-Singer index
map K0(T ∗M)→ Z is shown to compute the index also in the case of Heisenberg elliptic
operators.
It is a highly nontrivial problem to derive locally computable index formulas from this
K-theoretic result, because the isomorphism K0(C∗(THM) ≅ K0(T ∗M) is not given by
an explicit formula. In [26], an index formula is derived for scalar operators P ∈ Ψ0H ,
(1.5) IndexP = ∫
M
Ch(σ+#(σ−)−1) ∧Td(H1,0)
It should be mentioned that σ+#(σ−)−1 converges to 1 at infinity, but not rapidly. So the
cohomological definition (1.3) applies, while the limit in (1.4) does not converge. A more
severe limitation of (1.5) is that this formula is incorrect for operators that act on sections
in vector bundles. In many familiar examples, an index formula for scalar operators is
valid, with minor changes, for operators acting on vector bundles. However, this is not
the case here. For an example illustrating this point, see Example 6.5.3 in [1].
In [1] the problem is approached in the context of K-homology. A Baum-Douglas
geometricK-cycle is constructed that corresponds to the analyticK-cycle (inKK-theory)
determined by a Heisenberg elliptic operator. In the case of Hermite operators one can
extract a characteristic class formula from this result, which turns out to be equivalent
to (1.2). For the general case, the computation of the K-cycle proceeds by showing that
every Heisenberg elliptic operator is equivalent, in K-homology, to a Hermite operator.
However, this equivalence inK-homology does not resolve the problem of deriving a locally
computable index formula in the general case.
Taken together [1, 25, 26] provide a satisfactory solution of the index problem in the
context of K-theory. Nonetheless, the problem of finding concrete index formulas was
not advanced much beyond the work of Epstein-Melrose. For the Heisenberg calculus,
the transition from K-theoretic index theorems to locally computable index formulas is
highly non-trivial.
1.4. Our index formula. As a first step towards a resolution of the difficulties listed
by Epstein in [9], we simplify the formula (1.4) of Epstein-Melrose for the odd Chern
character. Our formula for the odd Chern character is taken from the thesis of the first
author [11,12]. If σ+ −1 ∈ S(H∗) and σ+ is invertible, our formula for the Chern character
is
(1.6)
Ch(σ+) =∑
l≥0
∑
i0,...,i2k+1≥0
( −1
2πi
)
I+l+1 l!
(I + 2l + 1)! Tr (σ
−1
+ θ
i0∇(σ+)θi1∇(σ−1+ ) . . .∇(σ+)θi2l+1)
I = i0 + i1 +⋯ + i2l+1
(See Proposition 6.6 below.) The connection ∇ is determined by choosing a unitary con-
nection on H1,0, which determines a connection on the symmetric tensor bundle SymH1,0.
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Then ∇ also determines a connection on S(H∗), thought of as smooth families of opera-
tors on SymH1,0. The curvature of ∇ is a 2-form θ which acts on the fibers of SymH1,0.
We may think of θ as a multiplier of S(H∗), and for a ∈ S(H∗) we have
∇2(σ+) = [θ, σ+]
In section 4 below we construct a curvature 2-form θ which is a multiplier of the combined
algebra S(H∗)⊕ S(H∗)op, but which differs from the End(SymH1,0)-valued curvature 2-
form used in the Chern character formula (1.6) by a scalar 2-form. This subtle change
makes it possible to combine the two summands of (1.2) into a single formula,
(1.7) IndexP = ∫
M
χ(σH(P )) ∧ Aˆ(M)
where, with σH(P ) = σ = (σ+, σ−),
(1.8) χ(σ) =∑
l≥0
∑
i0,...,i2k+1≥0
( −1
2πi
)
I+l+1 l!
(I + 2l + 1)!τ (σ
−1
θ
i0
∇(σ)θi1∇(σ−1) . . .∇(σ)θi2l+1)
I = i0 + i1 +⋯ + i2l+1
and τ is the combined trace
τ(a+, a−) ∶= Tr(a+) + (−1)n+1Tr(a−) (a+, a−) ∈ S(H∗)⊕ S(H∗)op
Note that we replaced the two Todd classes by Aˆ(M), which allowed us to combine the
terms. As our computations in section 7 will show, the exponential factors in
Td(H1,0) = Aˆ(M) ∧ exp(1
2
c1(H1,0)) Td(H0,1) = Aˆ(M) ∧ exp(−1
2
c1(H1,0))
are absorbed in χ(σ) by our choice of θ.
The main result of our paper is that formula (1.7) applies without change to general
Heisenberg elliptic operators. First, the trace τ extends to a trace on the full algebra of
principal Heisenberg symbols SH ,
τ(σ+, σ−) ∶= Tr(σ+) + (−1)n+1Tr(σ−) (σ+, σ−) ∈ SH
where Tr is the regularized trace of [7]. While Tr is not a trace, τ is a trace on SH . Note
that, despite the use of the regularized trace Tr, our general formula does not require
any extra residue terms. Secondly, the curvature form θ is not a multiplier of SH . We
introduce an algebra AH , larger than SH but smaller than WH ⊕WopH ,
SH ⊂ AH ⊂ WH ⊕WopH
The algebra AH is large enough so that θ ∈ Ω2(AH), and small enough so that the trace
τ extends to AH . Interpreted in this way, our index formula (1.7) is valid in the general
case.
Remark. χ(σH(P )) is a closed differential form, and its cohomology class is independent
of the choice of connection on H . In fact, χ determines a homomorphism,
χ ∶K1(SH)→Hodd(M)
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1.5. Characters and cycles. Cyclic (co)homology plays a fundamental role in our ap-
proach. Our formula is obtained from a cyclic cocycle for the symbol algebra SH . The
ingredients of this cocycle are as follows.
● In section 3 we construct an algebra AH that contains SH as a subalgebra. AH
consists of smooth sections in a bundle of algebras associated to H ,
AH ∶= PH ×Sp(2n) A
Here PH is the principal Sp(2n) bundle of symplectic frames of H , and A is the
model algebra for the fibers of AH .
● A symplectic connection ∇ for PH determines a connection ∇ for AH . This con-
nection extends, in the usual way, to a connection on AH -valued differential forms,
∇ ∶ Ωk(AH)→ Ωk+1(AH)
● In section 4 we show that the curvature of the connection ∇ is inner, i.e. there is
an element
θ ∈ Ω2(AH)
such that
∇
2(a) = [θ, a]
We show that ∇(θ) = 0. Thus, the triple (Ω(AH),∇,θ) is a curved dga.
● In section 5 we construct a graded trace
τ ∶ Ω(AH)→ Ω(M) τ(ab) = (−1)∣a∣ ∣b∣τ(ba)
which satisfies τ(∇(β)) = dτ(β).
In section 6 we explain how to combine these data to obtain a cyclic cocycle over SH .
If we let
∫−β ∶= ∫
M
τ(β) ∧ Aˆ(M) β ∈ Ω(AH)
then the quadruple
(Ω(AH),∇,θ, ∫− )
is a generalized cycle (as defined in [11, 12]) over SH (or, more correctly, a finite sum of
generalized cycles). The character of this generalized cycle is a periodic cyclic cocycle in
HC1per(SH). We show that this cocycle is continuous. Thus we can pair it with topological
K-theory, to obtain a map
K1(SH) ChÐ→ HCper1 (SH)→ C
The formulas developed by the first author in [11, 12] for the character of a generalized
cycle yield our index formula (1.7).
Theorem 1.1. Let M be a compact smooth manifold of dimension 2n + 1 with contact
form α. We orient M by the volume form α(dα)n. If
P ∶ C∞(M,Cr)→ C∞(M,Cr)
is a Heisenberg pseudodifferential operator of order m ∈ Z that acts on sections in a trivial
bundle M × Cr, with invertible Heisenberg principal symbol σmH (P ) ∈ Mr(S m), then the
index of P is
IndexP = ∫
M
χ(σmH (P )) ∧ Aˆ(M)
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With σ = σmH (P ) the character χ(σmH (P )) is as in (1.8), where the connection ∇ and
curvature θ are as in (4.2), (4.3).
In section 7, a calculation shows that in the case of Toeplitz operators our formula
reduces to that of Boutet de Monvel [3]. These same calculations imply that in the case
of Hermite operators (1.7) is equivalent to (1.2), with the changes discussed above.
To prove that our formula holds in the general case, we use the fact that periodic cyclic
homology is homotopy invariant. It suffices to prove that our formula is correct for each
equivalence class in K1(SH). In section 8 we show that the group K1(SH) is generated
by vector bundle automorphisms and Toeplitz operators. In section 9 we prove our index
formula. All that remains to show is that for a vector bundle automorphism our formula
evaluates to zero. Perhaps surprisingly, this turns out to be non-trivial, but reduces to
proving that
τ(θk) = 0 k = 0,1,2, . . .
(Lemma 5.17).
Acknowledgements. An important motivation for our paper is the work of Charles
Epstein and Richard Melrose, especially the monograph [7]. We thank them for sharing
their unpublished manuscript, and for several enlightening conversations. We benefited
greatly from conversations with Ryszard Nest, and thank him for his hospitality.
2. Heisenberg principal symbols
In this section we describe the algebra of principal symbols in the Heisenberg calculus.
This section serves to fix our notations. We include a brief description of Heisenberg
symbols of differential operators for the sake of the reader unfamiliar with this calculus.
For details on the Heisenberg pseudodifferential calculus, see [2, 4, 9, 24].
2.1. Contact structures. Throughout this paper, M is a smooth closed manifold of
dimension 2n + 1. A contact form on M is a 1-form α such that α(dα)n is a nowhere
vanishing volume form. The Reeb field T is the vector field on M determined by
dα(T, − ) = 0 α(T ) = 1
Let H ⊂ TM be the hyperplane bundle of tangent vectors that are annihilated by α. Then
TM ≅ H ⊕R
The restriction of the 2-form ω ∶= −dα to each fiber Hp, p ∈M is a symplectic form,
ωp(v,w) ∶= −dα(v,w) v,w ∈Hp
We denote by PH the Sp(2n) principal bundle of symplectic frames in H . PH is equipped
with a right action of Sp(2n).
For certain purposes we shall fix a complex structure J ∈ End(H), J2 = −Id, that is
compatible with the symplectic structure, i.e.,
ω(Jv, Jw) = ω(v,w) ω(Jv, v) ≥ 0
Let H ⊗C = H1,0⊕H0,1 be the decomposition of the fibers of H into i and −i eigenspaces
of J . H1,0 is a hermitian vector bundle with hermitian form,
⟨v,w⟩ ∶= ω(v, w¯)
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We identify the complex vector bundle H1,0 with the real vector bundle H via v ↦ v + v¯.
Thus, the structure group of M can be further reduced to U(n) ⊂ Sp(2n).
2.2. Osculating Lie algebras. On a contact manifoldM , the symplectic form ωp on Hp
gives the fibers of the vector bundle
tHM ∶=H ⊕ TM/H
the structure of a 2-step graded nilpotent Lie algebra, isomorphic to the Heisenberg Lie
algebra. We trivialize the normal bundle TM/H by the Reeb field. Then the fiber at
p ∈M ,
tHMp =Hp ⊕RT (p)
is a Lie algebra in which the degree 2 element T (p) is central, and
[v,w] = ωp(v,w)T (p) v,w ∈Hp
Note that if V,W ∈ Γ(H) are two vector fields tangent to H , then α(V ) = α(W ) = 0
implies
α([V,W ]) = −dα(V,W )
Therefore
[V (p),W (p)] = [V,W ](p) ∈ TpM/Hp
where the left hand side is the bracket in tHMp, while [V,W ] is the commutator of vector
fields.
For each s > 0 we have an Lie algebra automorphism of tHMp by parabolic dilation,
δs(v, t) ∶= (sv, s2t) (v, t) ∈ Hp ×R = tHMp
2.3. Heisenberg symbols of differential operators. Let P● be the algebra of scalar
differential operators on M . The Heisenberg filtration on P● is determined by the re-
quirement that vector fields X ∈ Γ(H) are order one operators (as usual), but the Reeb
field T is an order two operator. Smooth functions C∞(M) are central in the associated
graded algebra
P● =
∞
⊕
k=0
Pk Pk ∶= Pk/Pk−1 P−1 = 0
Thus, P● is the algebra of smooth sections in a bundle of algebras over M .
Denote by U (tHM)p the universal enveloping algebra of the Heisenberg Lie algebra(tHM)p, and let U (tHM) be the bundle over M with fiber U (tHM)p. Since tHMp is a
graded Lie algebra, the universal enveloping algebra U●(tHM)p is a Z-graded algebra.
The associated graded algebra P● is naturally identified (as a graded algebra) with the
algebra of smooth sections in U●(tHM),
P● = C
∞(M ;U●(tHM))
Let Wp be the (polynomial) Weyl algebra, generated by vectors in Hp with relations
vw −wv = iωp(v,w) v,w ∈ Hp
There is a canonical identification of vector spaces given by symmetrization
Wp ≅ SymHp ∑
s∈Sk
vs(1)vs(2)⋯vs(k) ↦ ∑
s∈Sk
vs(1) ⊗ vs(2) ⊗⋯⊗ vs(k)
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In this way elements in Wp are identified with polynomials on H∗p . If we view polynomials
on H∗p as elements in Wp, we write the product as # (see (1.1)).
Let π be the algebra homomorphism
π∶U (tHM)p → Wp
with π(v) = v for all v ∈Hp, and
π(T (p)) = i
There is also a homomorphism to the opposite of the Weyl algebra
πop∶U (tHM)p → W opp
with π(v) = v for v ∈Hp and
πop(T (p)) = −i
Let WH denote the bundle of Weyl algebras Wp over M . For differential operators, the
principal Heisenberg symbol of degree m is the algebra homorphism
σmH ∶Pm →WH ⊕W opH
obtained as the composition
P
m →Pm = C
∞(M ;Um(tHM)) (π,π
op)
Ð→ WH ⊕W opH
A vector field X ∈ Γ(H) that is tangent to H is a differential operator of Heisenberg order
1. Its principal symbol is
σ1H(X) = (X,X) ∈ WH ⊕W opH
At each point p ∈M , the vector X(p) ∈Hp is interpreted as a linear function on H∗p . The
Reeb vector field T is a differential operator of Heisenberg order 2. It’s principal symbol
is
σ2H(T ) = (i,−i) ∈ WH ⊕W opH
If L1, L2 are two differential operators of Heisenberg order m1, m2 respectively, then
σm1+m2H (L1L2) = σm1H (L1)σm2H (L2)
This follows easily from the fact that for any two vector fields X,Y ∈ Γ(H) the bracket in
tHM is defined precisely so that
[σ1H(X), σ1H(Y )] = σ2H([X,Y ])
Let σmH(L ) = (σ+, σ−) where σ+(p) and σ−(p) are polynomials on H∗p . The highest order
part [L ] ∈ Pm is at each point p ∈ M an element [L ](p) ∈ Um(tHMp) that is homoge-
neous of degree m. Thus [L ](p) is a sum of monomials v1v2⋯vkT (p)l with k + 2l = m.
Then σ+(p) = π([L ](p)) ∈ Wp is a polynomial on H∗p that is a sum
σ+ = ∑
0≤l≤m/2
σm−2l
where σm−2l(p) is homogenoeus of degree m − 2l. In other words, σ+(p) is either an even
or odd polynomial on H∗p . Moreover, σ− can be recovered from σ+ by
σ− = ∑
0≤l≤m/2
(−1)lσm−2l
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Example 2.1. Choose a compatible complex structure J for (H,ω). This determines
a Euclidean structure for H . Locally, in an open set where H can be trivialized, let
X1,X2, . . . ,X2n be vector fields on M that form an orthonormal frame for H . A sublapla-
cian ∆H on M is
∆H = X
2
1 +X22 +⋯+X22n
A global sublaplacian ∆H is obtained by a partition of unity. A different choice of or-
thonormal frame results in a sublaplacian that differs by a vector field that is tangent to
H . The Heisenberg principal symbol of ∆H is independent of choices. In the algebra WH ,
X1#X1 +X2#X2 +⋯ +X2n#X2n = Q
where Q is the smooth function on H∗ which in each fiber is the quadratic polynomial
Q(v) = ∥v∥2 v ∈ H∗p
In the Weyl algebra, Q is the harmonic oscillator. We see that
σ2H(∆H) = (Q,Q) ∈ WH ⊕W opH
An example of a Heisenberg elliptic differential operator is as follows. If γ∶M → C is a
smooth function, then the principal Heisenberg symbol of the operator
Lγ = ∆H + iγT
is
σ2H(Lγ) = (Q − γ,Q + γ) ∈ WH ⊕W opH
The operator Lγ is Heisenberg elliptic if its principal Heisenberg symbol is invertible (in
the larger algebra WH ⊕WopH ). The spectrum of the harmonic oscillator is the set
Λ = {n,n + 2, n + 4, n + 6, . . . }
Thus, Q − γ(p) ∈ W(H∗P , ω∗p) is invertible if and only if γ(p) ∉ Λ, while Q + γ(p) ∈W(H∗p , ω∗p)op is invertible if and only if −γ(p) ∉ Λ. The operator Lγ is Heisenberg el-
liptic if and only if the coefficient γ does not take values in the set Λ ∪ −Λ.
2.4. Heisenberg symbols of pseudodifferential operators. The Heisenberg calculus
on a contact manifold is a Z-graded algebra Ψ●H of pseudodifferential operators. We denote
the set of Heisenberg principal symbols of order m as S m,
0→ Ψm−1H → Ψ
m
H
σmH
Ð→S m → 0
For a Heisenberg pseudodifferential operator of degree m, the principal symbol σ = σmH(T )
is a smooth function on (H∗p × R) ∖ {(0,0)} that is homogeneous of degree m for the
parabolic dilations δ,
σ(sv, s2t) = smσ(v, t) s > 0, (v, t) ∈ (H∗p ×R) ∖ {(0,0)}
We restrict the function σmH(T ) to the hyperplanes
H∗p × {t} ⊂H∗p ×R
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Let ω∗p be the symplectic form onH
∗
p that is dual to ωp. The product of Heisenberg symbols
is the product #t of elements in the Weyl algebra W(H∗p , tω∗p) in each hyperplane with
t ≠ 0 (see section 3.4 below),
(f#tg)(v) = 1(2π)2n ∫H∗p e
2i tω∗(x,y)f(v + x)g(v + y)dxdy
and in the t = 0 hyperplane it is the pointwise product of functions.
Since a Heisenberg principal symbol σmH(T ) is δ-homogeneous, it is determined by its
degree m and its restriction to the two hyperplanes with t = 1 and t = −1. We therefore
identity the principal Heisenberg symbol σmH (T ) with the resulting pair of functions,
σmH(T ) = (σm+ (T ), σm− (T )) ∈WH ⊕WopH
Here σm
+/−
(T ) are two smooth functions on H∗. WH is the bundle over M whose fibers are
the Weyl algebras W(H∗p , ω∗). WopH is the bundle whose fibers are the opposite algebrasW(H∗p ,−ω∗) =W(H∗p , ω∗)op.
The two functions σm+ (T ), σm− (T ) cannot be chosen randomly. Assume we have chosen a
compatible complex structure J for H , so that, in particular, H has a Euclidean structure.
Let ρq be the function
ρq(v, t) ∶= t∥v∥2 (v, t) ∈H
∗
p ×R, v ≠ 0
Here ∥v∥ is the Euclidean length of v. The function ρq is constant on parabolic rays in
H∗p ×R, i.e. on subsets of the form {(sv, s2t) ∣ s > 0} with v ≠ 0. If we restrict ρq to the
unit sphere S(H∗p ×R) we have ∥v∥2 + t2 = 1, and so ρq = t/(1 − t2). Thus, ρq can be used
as a smooth transverse coordinate near the equator of the unit sphere. Near the equator
σmH (T ) has a Taylor expansion in powers of ρq.
On H∗p we let
ρ(v) ∶= 1∥v∥ v ∈H
∗
p , v ≠ 0
When we restrict ρq to the hyperplane H∗p × {+1} we have ρq = ρ2, while on H∗p × {−1}
we have ρq = −ρ2. The Taylor expansion of σmH (T ) near the equator of the unit sphere in
powers of ρq corresponds to an asymptotic expansion of the functions σm+ (T ) and σm− (T )
in powers of ρ2 (for large v), of the form
σ(p, v) ∼ ∞∑
j=0
σ2j(p)ρ(v)−m+2j p ∈M,v ∈H∗p
and the expansions of σ+ = σm+ (T ) and σ− = σm− (T ) are related by
(2.1) (σ−)2j = (−1)j(σ+)2j
This condition guarantees that a pair of smooth functions (σ+, σ−) on H∗ extends to a
smooth function on H∗ ⊕R (minus the zero section) that is homogeneous of degree m in
each parabolic ray. In this paper we shall represent Heisenberg principal symbols as such
pairs of functions (σ+, σ−).
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Remark 2.2. Note that the graded algebra of principal Heisenberg symbols
S
● ∶= ⊕
m∈Z
S
m
S
m ∶=ΨmH/Ψm−1H
is not a subalgebra of WH ⊕WopH , because S m ∩S k is not zero if m ≡ k mod 4. Rather,
we have an algebra homomorphism
S
● →WH ⊕WopH
which is injective in each degree S m. Also note that not all elements in WH ⊕WopH are
Heisenberg principal symbols.
3. An enlarged symbol algebra
In this section we construct a Z-graded algebra AH that contains the algebra of order
zero principal Heisenberg symbols SH as a subalgebra. The motivation for the introduc-
tion of AH is that the curvature of SH , as a bundle of algebras on M , can be represented
as a commutator with a 2-form θ ∈ Ω2(AH).
3.1. The Weyl calculus. We briefly recall some basic facts about the Weyl calculus.
(See [13, 15, 23].)
A linear function L(x, ξ) = ∑ajxj + bjξj in 2n real variables x1, . . . , xn, ξ1, . . . , ξn ∈ R is
“quantized” as the differential operator
Op(L) =∑ajXj + bjDj Dj = −i ∂
∂xj
(j = 1, . . . , n)
where Xj denotes multiplication by xj . Weyl quantization is characterized by the fact that
the exponential function a(x, ξ) = eiL(x,ξ) is quantized as Opw(a) = eiOp(L). This choice
leads by superposition (i.e. Fourier decomposition) to a formula for the quantization of
a general function a(x, ξ). Formally, in the Weyl calculus the pseudodifferential operator
A = Opw(a) acts on functions u ∈ S(Rn) as
(3.1) (Au)(x) = 1(2π)n ∬ e
i(x−y)⋅ξa(x + y
2
, ξ)u(y)dy dξ
The Weyl symbol of the formal adjoint At of A is the complex conjugate of a,
Opw(a)t = Opw(a¯)
We shall be interested in the Weyl algebraW of smooth complex valued functions a(x, ξ) ∈
C∞(R2n,C) for which there is an integer m ∈ Z with,
(3.2) ∣(∂αx ∂βξ a)(x, ξ)∣ ≤ Cα,β(1 + ∥x∥2 + ∥ξ∥2)(m−∣α∣−∣β∣)/2
for every pair of multi-indices α,β, and such that a(x, ξ) has a 1-step polyhomogeneous
asymptotic expansion
(3.3) a ∼
∞
∑
j=−m
aj aj(sx, sξ) = s−jaj(x, ξ) s > 0, (x, ξ) ≠ (0,0)
The integer m ∈ Z is the Weyl order of the operator Opw(a). The notation is as usual:
α = (α1, . . . , α2n), αj = 0,1,2, . . . ∣α∣ = α1 +⋯ +α2n
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∂αx = ( ∂∂x1 )
α1
⋯( ∂
∂xn
)
αn
∂
β
ξ = ( ∂∂ξ1)
β1
⋯( ∂
∂ξn
)
βn
The formal series is an asymptotic expansion in the sense that the difference of a(x, ξ)
with a partial sum is bounded as follows. Fix a cut-off function ϕ(x, ξ) ∈ C∞(R2n) such
that 0 ≤ ϕ(x, ξ) ≤ 1, ϕ(x, ξ) = 0 when ∥x∥2 + ∥ξ∥2 ≤ 1, ϕ(x, ξ) = 1 when ∥x∥2 + ∥ξ∥2 ≥ 2.
Then the expansion above is asymptotic in the sense that
(3.4) ∣∂αx ∂βξ (a(x, ξ) − ϕ(x, ξ)
N−1
∑
j=−m
aj(x, ξ))∣ ≤ CN,α,β(1 + ∥x∥2 + ∥ξ∥2)−N/2
a(x, ξ) is determined by its asymptotic expansion modulo a Schwartz class function on
R2n.
We denote by Wm the space of symbols of order m,
⋯ ⊂W−2 ⊂W−1 ⊂W0 ⊂W1 ⊂W2 ⊂ ⋯
For a ∈ W , the operator A = Opw(a) that is formally defined by (3.1) is continuous as a
linear map
A∶S(Rn)→ S(Rn)
Order zero operators are bounded on L2(Rn). Operators of negative order are compact.
Operators of order less than −2n are trace class. The intersection of operators of all orders
is the ideal of smoothing operators with Schwartz kernels k(x, y) ∈ S(Rn ×Rn),
S(R2n) = ⋂
m∈Z
Wm
The product of two symbols a#b is defined indirectly by
Opw(a#b) = Opw(a)Opw(b)
An explicit formula for this product is
(a#b)(v) = 1(2π)2n ∬ e2iω(x,y)a(v + x)b(v + y)dxdy
where ω is the standard symplectic form on R2n
ω =
n
∑
j=1
dxj ∧ dξj
Note that dx = dy = ∣ω∣n/n!.
Asymptotically we have
(3.5) a#b ∼
∞
∑
k=0
( i
2
)k (a#b)k (a#b)k = ∑
∣α∣+∣β∣=k
1
α!β!
(−1)∣β∣(∂αx∂βξ a)(∂βx∂αξ b)
The leading k = 0 term is the pointwise product
(a#b)0 = ab
and the k = 1 term is the Poisson bracket
(a#b)1 = n∑
j=1
∂a
∂xj
∂b
∂ξj
− ∂a
∂ξj
∂b
∂xj
=∶ {a, b}
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Note that ba = ab and {b, a} = −{a, b}. In general,
(a#b)k = (−1)k(b#a)k
The asymptotic expansion of the product # is often called Moyal product. If a, b are
polynomials in x, ξ, the Moyal product is exactly equal to the product a#b.
3.2. Moyal product. Let B =W/S be the algebra of full symbols in the Weyl calculus,
with quotient map λ∶W → B,
0→ S →W
λ
Ð→ B → 0
A Weyl symbol a ∈ W of degree m ∈ Z has an asymptotic expansion modulo symbols of
smoothing operators in S(R2n), as sums of homogeneous terms,
a(x, ξ) ∼ ∞∑
j=−m
aj(x, ξ) aj(sx, sξ) = s−jaj(x, ξ)
The expansion (3.5) determines the product of formal Laurent series in B. If the formal
series a =∑al and b = ∑ bm represent elements of B, then by (3.5) the star product a⋆b = c
is represented by the formal series
a ⋆ b =∑ cp
where cp is homogeneous of degree −p, and given by the finite sum
cp ∶= ∑
2k+l+m=p
Bk(al, bm)
with
Bk(x, y) = ( i
2
)k ∑
∣α∣+∣β∣=k
1
α!β!
(−1)∣β∣(∂αx ∂βξ x)(∂βx∂αξ y)
Since Bk(al, bm) is homogeneous of degree −l−m−2k if al, bm are homogeneous of degrees
−l, −m respectively, it follows that cp is indeed homogeneous of degree −p.
3.3. The model algebra A . Let Bq ⊂ B be the subset consisting of formal series a =
∑∞l=−m a2l for which all the terms a2l are homogeneous of even degree −2l. It is clear from
the explicit form of the Moyal product ⋆ that Bq is a subalgebra of B.
Definition 3.1. Let ι∶Bq → Bq be the linear map
a =
∞
∑
j=−m
a2j ∈ Bq ι(a) ∶= ∞∑
j=−m
(−1)ja2j ∈ Bq
where a2j = a2j(x, ξ) is homogeneous of degree −2j.
Lemma 3.2. The map ι∶Bq → Bq is an involution,
ι(a ⋆ b) = ι(b) ⋆ ι(a)
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Proof. With a = ∑a2l, b =∑ b2m we have
ι(a ⋆ b) =
∑
p
(−1)p ∑
2k+2l+2m=2p
Bk(a2l, b2m) =∑
p
∑
k+l+m=p
(−1)kBk((−1)la2l, (−1)mb2m) =
∑
p
∑
k+l+m=p
Bk((−1)mb2m, (−1)la2l) = ι(b) ⋆ ι(a)
where we used that Bk(x, y) = (−1)kBk(y, x).

We let
Wq ∶= {w ∈W ∣ λ(w) ∈ Bq} W2mq ∶= {w ∈W2m ∣ λ(w) ∈ Bq}
and
A ∶= {(w+,w−) ∈Wq ⊕Wopq ∣ λ(w+) = ι ○ λ(w−)}
Here Wopq is the opposite algebra of Wq, i.e. the product of elements in A is
(u+, u−)(w+,w−) ∶= (u+#w+,w−#u−)
That A is an algebra follows from Lemma 3.2,
ι ○ λ(w−#u−) = ι(λ(w−) ⋆ λ(u−)) = ι(λ(u−)) ⋆ ι(λ(w−)) = λ(u+) ⋆ λ(w+) = λ(u+#w+)
Note that A is a Z-graded algebra. For m ∈ Z, we let
A
2m ∶= {(w+,w−) ∈W2mq ⊕W2mq ∣ λ(w+) = ι ○ λ(w−)}
3.4. The Weyl algebra of a symplectic vector space. As can be seen from the
explicit formula for the # product, a linear symplectic transformation φ∶R2n → R2n acts
on the algebra W by automorphisms. For φ ∈ Sp(R2n), a ∈W let φ(a) ∶= a ○ φ−1. Then
φ(a)#φ(b) = φ(a#b).
We may therefore define the Weyl algebra for a general finite dimensional symplectic
vector space V with symplectic form ω. The Weyl algebra W(V,ω) is the Z-filtered
algebra consisting of smooth functions f ∈ C∞(V ) that have an asymptotic expansion
f ∼
∞
∑
j=−m
fj fj(sv) = s−jf(v) v ≠ 0, s > 0
The action of the symplectic group Sp(2n) preserves the ideal of smoothing operators S
and therefore induces an action of Sp(2n) on the quotient B =W/S so that
φ(λ(f)) = λ(φ(f)), f ∈W .
If we identify elements of B with the asymptotic expansions ∑∞j=−m fj the action is given by
φ(∑∞j=−m fj) =∑∞j=−m fj ○φ−1. It follows that the action of Sp(2n) preserves the subalgebra
B0 of B as well as the subalgebra Wq of W . The action of Sp(2n) on B0 is compatible
with the anti-involution ι:
φ(ι(f)) = ι(φ(f)), f ∈ B0
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As a consequence, for any symplectic vector space (V,ω) we obtain a well defined alge-
bra B(V,ω), homomorphism λ∶W(V,ω) → B(V,ω), subalgebra B0(V,ω) ⊂ B(V,ω), anti-
involution ι of B0(V,ω), subalgebra Wq(V,ω) ⊂W(V,ω), and finally the algebra
A (V,ω) ∶= {(w+,w−) ∈Wq(V,ω)⊕Wopq (V,ω) ∣ λ(w+) = ι ○ λ(w−)}
The symplectic group Sp(V ) acts on all these algebras and λ, ι are equivariant with
respect to this action.
3.5. The algebra AH for contact manifolds. On a contact manifold M with contact
form α, the fibers of the bundle H = Kerα are symplectic vector spaces (Hp, ωp), with
ω ∶= −dα. We denote by WH the algebra of smooth sections in the bundle over M whose
fiber at p ∈ M is W(H∗p , ω∗p). As in section 2, the principal Heisenberg symbol of an
operator L of order m is an element
σmH (L ) = (σ+, σ−) ∈WH ⊕WopH
We denote by AH the algebra of smooth sections in the bundle over M whose fiber at
p ∈M is A (H∗p , ω∗p). Principal Heisenberg symbols of order zero are a subalgebra of AH ,
SH ⊂ AH ⊂WH ⊕WopH
For m ∈ Z, we likewise define A mH ⊂ AH with fiber A
m(H∗p ,−ωp). Then,
SH = A
0
H
4. A curved dga
For a contact manifold M , a symplectic connection on the bundle H ⊂ TM determines
a connection ∇∶AH → Ω1(AH). In this section we construct a 2-form θ ∈ Ω2(AH) with
∇2(a) = [θ, a] and ∇(θ) = 0. The triple (Ω●(AH),∇,θ) is a curved dga.
4.1. The action of the symplectic Lie algebra on A . Let [a, b] ∶= a#b− b#a denote
the commutator of elements in the Weyl algebra W(V,ω) of a symplectic vector space(V,ω). The asymptotic expansion (3.5) of a#b is an equality if a is a polynomial. In
particular, if a is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 2 then [a, b] = i{a, b}. If, moreover,
b is a homogeneous function on V then i{a, b} is homogeneous of the same degree as b.
Let g ⊂ W be the subspace of homogeneous polynomials of degree 2 that are purely
imaginary (i.e. with values in iR). If X,Y ∈ g then [X,Y ] = i{X,Y } is purely imaginary
and homogeneous of degree 2. Thus, [X,Y ] ∈ g, and so g is a (real) Lie algebra.
Let V ∗ ∶= Hom(V,R) ⊂ W be the (real) dual space of V . If X ∈ g and f ∈ V ∗ then[X,f] = {iX, f} is real-valued and homogeneous of degree 1, and so [X,f] ∈ V ∗. We
obtain a morphism of Lie algebras,
µ∗∶g → EndV ∗ µ∗(X) ∶= [X, ⋅ ]
The map V ∋ v ↦ ω(v, ⋅) ∈ V ∗ establishes an isomorphism V → V ∗ which can be used to
define a symplectic form ω∗ on V ∗. For f , g ∈ V ∗ we have {f, g} = ω∗(f, g) ⋅1, where 1 ∈W
is a constant function on V .
Lemma 4.1. If X ∈ g then µ∗(X) ∈ sp(V ∗). The map µ∗∶g → sp(V ∗) is a Lie algebra
isomorphism.
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Proof. If X ∈ g and f , g ∈ V ∗ then
(ω∗(µ(X)f, g) + ω∗(f,µ(X)g)) ⋅ 1 = i{{X,f}, g} + i{f,{X,g}} = i{X,{f, g}} = 0
This proves that µ∗(X) is in sp(V ∗).
The Lie algebra morphism µ∗ is injective. µ∗(X) = {iX, ⋅} acts by the Hamiltonian
vector field of iX , which is zero only if X is constant, i.e. X = 0. Surjectivity follows from
the observation that dimg = n(2n + 1) = dim sp(V ∗), where 2n = dimV .

We will identify the groups of symplectic transformations of Sp(V ) ≅ Sp(V ∗) as well as
the corresponding Lie algebras sp(V ) ≅ sp(V ∗) via the isomorphism V → V ∗: v ↦ ω(v, ⋅).
We obtain a corresponding isomorphism of Lie algebras
µ∶g→ sp(V )
As in section 3.4, the symplectic group Sp(V ) acts onW(V,ω) by algebra automorphisms.
Therefore the Lie algebra sp(V ) acts on W(V,ω) by derivations,
(φ.w)(v) ∶= −w(φ(v)) v ∈ V, w ∈W(V,ω), φ ∈ sp(V )
Lemma 4.2. The action of the Lie algebra sp(V ) on W(V,ω) is by inner derivations,
φ.w = [µ−1(φ),w] φ ∈ sp(V ), w ∈W
Proof. The two actions w ↦ φ.w and w ↦ [µ−1(φ),w] of sp(V ) on W(V,ω) ⊂ C∞(V )
are given by differentiation along vector fields on V . Therefore it is sufficient to verify
that the corresponding vector fields coincide. To verify that two vector fields coincide
it is sufficient to compare their actions on linear functions on V , i.e. their actions on
V ∗ ⊂W(V,ω).
Note that the action of sp(V ) on V ∗ that is dual to its canonical action on V is equal
to the action of sp(V ) on V ∗ determined by the isomorphism V → V ∗, v ↦ ω(v, ⋅).
Therefore, if X = µ−1(φ) then the action of φ = µ(X) ∈ sp(V ) on V ∗ is equal to the action
of µ∗(X) ∈ sp(V ∗) on V ∗,
φ.f = µ(X)f = µ∗(X)f = [X,f] f ∈ V ∗

The symplectic group Sp(V ) acts on A (V,ω) by automorphisms, and the Lie algebra
sp(V ) acts on A (V,ω) by derivations. Lemma 4.2 implies that with φ ∈ sp(V ) and(w+,w−) ∈ A (V,ω),
φ.(w+,w−) = (φ.w+, φ.w−) = ([µ−1(φ),w+], [w−, µ−1(φ)]) =
([µ−1(φ),w+], [−µ−1(φ),w−]) = [(µ−1(φ),−µ−1(φ)), (w+,w−)]
Note that since µ−1(φ) ∈ g is homogeneous of order 2, we have (µ−1(φ),−µ−1(φ)) ∈ A . Let
ν be the map
(4.1) ν∶ sp(V )→A ν(φ) ∶= (µ−1(φ),−µ−1(φ))
The map ν is a morphism of Lie algebras.
Proposition 4.3. The action of the Lie algebra sp(V ) on A (V,ω) is by inner derivations,
φ.(w+,w−) = [ν(φ), (w+,w−)] φ ∈ sp(V ), (w+,w−) ∈ A (V,ω)
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4.2. The curvature of AH . Let M be a smooth manifold of dimension 2n + 1 with a
contact 1-form α. We use the notation established in section 2.1. In particular, recall
that H = Kerα ⊂ TM is a symplectic bundle with symplectic form ω = −dα, and that PH
is the principal Sp(2n)-bundle of symplectic frames of H .
The symplectic group Sp(2n) acts on the algebra A by automorphisms. Let AH be the
associated bundle
AH ∶= PH ×Sp(2n) A
We identify AH with the algebra of smooth sections of the bundle AH . Smooth sections
in AH are smooth Sp(2n)-invariant functions from PH to A ,
AH = C
∞(M ;AH) = C∞(PH ;A )Sp(2n)
where the action of φ ∈ Sp(2n) on s∶PH → A is given by (φ ⋅ s)(p) ∶= φ(s(pφ)). In other
words, s is invariant if s(pφ) = φ−1(s(p)).
Let Ω●(PH ;A )basic be the space of basic A -valued forms. Recall that an A -valued
differential form η on PH is called basic if:
● η is horizontal, i.e. ιXη = 0 for every vertical vector field X on PH ;
● η is Sp(2n) invariant, i.e. φ∗η = φ−1(η) for every φ ∈ Sp(2n).
k-forms with values in the bundle AH are, by definition, basic A -valued k-forms. We
denote
Ωk(AH) = Ωk(M ;AH) = Ωk(PH ;AH)basic
A symplectic connection ∇ on H can be represented by a connection 1-form
β ∈ Ω1(PH ; sp(2n))basic ≅ Ω1(M, sp(H))
The curvature of ∇ is
θ ∶= dβ + 1
2
[β,β] ∈ Ω2(PH , sp(2n))basic ≅ Ω2(M, sp(H))
The 1-form β defines a covariant derivative
∇∶AH → Ω1(AH)
by
∇(a) ∶= da + β ⋅ a ∈ Ω1(AH) a ∈ AH = C∞(PH ;A )Sp(2n)
This covariant derivative extends to a derivation
∇∶Ωk(AH)→ Ωk+1(AH)
by the same formula,
∇(η) ∶= dη + β ⋅ η
The curvature of ∇ is
∇
2(η) = θ ⋅ η
By Proposition 4.3,
(4.2) ∇(η) = dη + [ν(β), η] ∇2(η) = [ν(θ), η]
Define
(4.3) θ ∶= ν(θ) ∈ Ω2(AH)
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so that
∇
2(η) = [θ, η] η ∈ Ω●(AH)
Lemma 4.4. With the definitions above we have
∇(θ) = 0
Proof. Since ν∶ sp(2n)→A is a Lie algebra morphism, we have
∇(ν(η)) = dν(η) + [ν(α), ν(η)] = ν(dη + [α, η]) = ν(∇(η)).
for any η ∈ Ωk(PH , sp(2n))basic. Hence
∇(θ) = ∇(ν(θ)) = ν(∇(θ)) = 0,
since by the Bianchi identity ∇(θ) = 0.

Finally, let us record the dependence of ∇ and θ on the choice of symplectic connection.
Lemma 4.5. Let ∇′ = ∇+κ be another symplectic connection on H with κ ∈ Ω1(M, sp(H)),
and let ∇′, θ′ be as in (4.2) and (4.3). Then,
∇
′ = ∇ + [κ, ⋅ ](4.4)
θ
′ = θ +∇(κ) +κ2(4.5)
where κ ∶= ν(κ) ∈ Ω1(AH).
Proof. The first identity follows immediately from the equation (4.2). For the second,
notice that the curvature θ′ of ∇′ is given by
θ′ = θ +∇(κ) + 1
2
[κ,κ]
Hence
θ
′ = θ + ν(∇(κ)) + 1
2
[ν(κ), ν(κ)] = θ +∇(κ) +κ2

5. The trace
If σ+, σ− ∈ S(H∗) are Schwartz class functions, then let τ be the combined trace
τ(σ+, σ−) ∶= Tr(σ+) + (−1)n+1Tr(σ−)
In this section we show how τ extends to a trace τ ∶A → C, and determines a graded trace
τ ∶Ω●(AH)→ Ω●(M)
with the property τ(∇(a)) = dτ(a). We also prove the important identity
τ(θk) = 0 k = 0,1,2, . . .
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5.1. Complex orders in the Weyl calculus. The definition of Weyl symbols and Weyl
pseudodifferential operators can be extended to include complex orders. For z ∈ C, Wz
consists of smooth complex valued functions a(x, ξ) ∈ C∞(R2n,C) such that
∣(∂αx∂βξ a)(x, ξ)∣ ≤ Cα,β(1 + ∥x∥2 + ∥ξ∥2)(Re z−∣α∣−∣β∣)/2
for every pair of multi-indices α,β, and where a(x, ξ) admits an asymptotic expansion
a ∼ ρ−z
∞
∑
j=0
aj , aj(sx, sξ) = s−jaj(x, ξ) s > 0, (x, ξ) ≠ (0,0)
Here ρ−z = e−z log ρ with real valued log ρ ∈ R. For z1, z2 ∈ C we have
Wz1#Wz2 ⊂Wz1+z2
We are mainly interested in the subsetWzq ⊂W
z consisting of symbols b ∈Wz which admit
a step-2 polyhomogeneous expansion:
b ∼ ρ−z
∞
∑
j=0
b2j , b2j(sx, sξ) = s−2jb2j(x, ξ)
It is immediate from the composition formula that
Wz1q #W
z2
q ⊂W
z1+z2
q
5.2. The harmonic oscillator and its complex powers. We denote by H the har-
monic oscillator
H =
n
∑
j=1
(− ∂2
∂x2j
+ x2j) = Opw ( n∑
j=1
(ξ2j + x2j)) .
H is a strictly positive selfadjoint operator. The spectral theorem allows one to define for
t > 0 an operator e−tH. It follows from Mehler’s formula that
e−tH = Opw(ht) ht ∈ S(R2n)
where
(5.1) ht(x, ξ) = 1(cosh t)n e−(∥x∥
2
+∥ξ∥2) tanh t
Using the spectral theorem one can also define complex powers H−z for z ∈ C . It is well
known (see e.g. [14]) that H−z is a Weyl pseudodifferential operator of order −2z,
H−z = Opw(h−z) h−z ∈W−2z
and h−z = h−z(x, ξ) is an entire function of z. This means, more precisely, that z ↦(1+ ∥x∥2 + ∥ξ∥2)zh−z is a holomorphic function on C with values in the Frechet space W0.
Let
h−z ∼ ρ2z
∞
∑
j=0
hj(z)
be the asymptotic expansion of h−z, where hj(z) = hj(z, x, ξ) is homogeneous of degree
−j in (x, ξ) ≠ (0,0).
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Proposition 5.1. The asymptotic expansion of h−z is 4-step homogeneous. More pre-
cisely, there exist entire functions bk(z), k = 0,1,2, . . . such that
hj(z) = {bj/4(z)ρj if j is divisible by 4
0 otherwise
Proof. Information about the homogeneous terms hj can be obtained from Mehler’s for-
mula as follows. For Re z > 0
Γ(z)H−z = ∫ ∞
0
tz−1e−tHdt
and so
Γ(z)h−z(x, ξ) = ∫ ∞
0
tz−1
(cosh t)n e−(∥x∥
2
+∥ξ∥2) tanh tdt
Fix any ε > 0 sufficiently small, as specified precisely below. Note that
∫
∞
ε
tz−1
(cosh t)n e−(∥x∥
2+∥ξ∥2) tanh tdt
is an entire function of z with values in S(R2n). Therefore, to determine the asymptotic
expansion of h−z in powers of ρ we must analyze
∫
ε
0
tz−1
(cosh t)n e−(∥x∥
2
+∥ξ∥2) tanh tdt = ∫
ε
0
tz−1
(cosh t)n e−
tanh t
ρ2 dt
By the change of variables u = tanh t we rewrite this integral as
∫
ǫ
0
uz−1φz(u)e− uρ2 du
where ǫ = tanh(ε) and
φz(u) = (tanh−1(u)
u
)
z−1
(1 − u2)(n−2)/2
The function φz(u) is analytic near u = 0, while φz(0) = 1 and φz(−u) = φz(u). Hence
φz(u) = ∞∑
k=0
ak(z)u2k a0(z) = 1
where ak(z) are entire functions of z. Chose ε > 0 so that φz(u) is analytic for ∣u∣ ≤ ǫ =
tanh(ε). Since for every k we have
∫
∞
ǫ
uz−1u2ke
−
u
ρ2 du = O(ρ∞) as ρ → 0
it follows that
∫
ǫ
0
uz−1 ( N∑
k=0
ak(z)u2k) e− uρ2 du = ∫ ∞
0
uz−1 ( N∑
k=0
ak(z)u2k) e− uρ2 du +O(ρ∞) =
ρ2z ( N∑
k=0
ak(z)Γ(z + 2k)ρ4k) +O(ρ∞)
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O(ρ∞) means O(ρm) for all m > 0. Now ∣φz(u) −∑Nk=0 ak(z)u2k ∣ = O(u2k+2), and hence
∣∫ ǫ
0
uz−1 (φz(u) − N∑
k=0
ak(z)u2k) e− uρ2 du∣ = O(ρ2Re z+4k+4).
We conclude that for Re z > 0
h−z ∼
1
Γ(z)
∞
∑
k=0
ak(z)Γ(z + 2k)ρ2z+4k
and hence (for Re z > 0)
hj(z) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(j−1∏
k=0
(z + k))aj/4(z)ρj if j is divisible by 4
0 otherwise.
Since both sides are entire functions of z the equality holds for any z ∈ C.

As an application of Proposition 5.1 we obtain the following result.
Proposition 5.2. Let w+,w− ∈Wq be such that ι ○ λ(w+) = λ(w−). Then
ι ○ λ(hz#w+#h−z) = λ(h−z#w−#hz)
In other words, if (w+,w−) ∈ A then (hz#w+#h−z , h−z#w−#hz) ∈ A .
Proof. For z ∈ C denote Bzq ∶= Wzq /S , and as before let λ∶Wzq → Bzq be the quotient map.
Let
B(z) ∶= ρ−zBq = ⋃
m∈Z
Bz+2mq
For each z ∈ C we define ιz as
ιz ∶B(z) → B(z) ιz(ρ−zb) ∶= ρ−zι(b) b ∈ Bq
If z = 0 then B(0) = Bq, and ι0 is equal to the previously defined ι∶Bq → Bq. Note that
B(z) = B(z + 2), but that
ιz+2 = −ιz
If a ∈ B(z1) and b ∈ B(z2) then a ⋆ b ∈ B(z1 + z2), and
ιz1+z2(a ⋆ b) = ιz2(b) ⋆ ιz1(a)
The proof is essentially the same as that of Lemma 3.2.
Proposition 5.1 implies that
ι2z ○ λ(hz) = λ(hz)
Then
ι ○ λ(hz#w+#h−z) = ι (λ(hz) ⋆ λ(w+) ⋆ λ(h−z)) = ι−2z ○ λ(h−z) ⋆ ι ○ λ(w+) ⋆ ι2z ○ λ(hz) =
λ(h−z) ⋆ λ(w−) ⋆ λ(hz) = λ(h−z#w−#hz).

Remark 5.3. The map (w+,w−) ↦ (hz#w+#h−z, h−z#w−#hz) is an automorphism of A
that is formally like conjugation with (hz, hz). But unless z is an integer divisible by 4,(hz, hz) is not an element in A , nor is it an element in a larger algebra that contains A .
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5.3. A regularized trace for the Weyl algebra. If a ∈ S(R2n), then according to
equation (3.1) the Schwartz kernel of Opw(a) is
K(x, y) = 1(2π)n ∫ ei(x−y)⋅ξa(
x + y
2
, ξ)dξ
and so Opw(a) is a trace class operator, with trace
Tr(Opw(a)) = 1(2π)n ∫ a(x, ξ)dxdξ a ∈ S(R2n)
This equation defines a trace on the algebra S (with product #) which we denote Tr(a).
If a ∈Wz is of complex order z with Re z < −2n, then Opw(a) is trace class with the trace
given by the same formula.
For a ∈W2mq of even order 2m, define the zeta-function
ζa(z) ∶= Tr(Opw(a)H−z) Re z > n +m
Note that Opw(a)H−z is of order −2m−2z, and hence trace class if Re z > n+m. It follows
that the zeta function is holomorphic for Re z > n + m. It extends to a meromorphic
function with at most simple poles at m +n,m +n − 1,m +n − 2, . . . . The residue at z = 0
of the zeta-function gives a residue trace on Wq,
Res∶Wq → C Res(a) = lim
z→0
zζa(z)
Res is a trace on Wq that vanishes on the ideal S . It follows that residue induces a trace
on the quotient Bq = Wq/S which we also denote Res. An explicit formula for Resa in
terms of the asymptotic expansion a =∑j a2jρ2j ∈ Bq is
Resa = − 1
2(2π)n ∫S2n−1 a2n(θ)dθ.
From this the following is immediate:
Proposition 5.4. For a ∈ Bq
Res(ιa) = (−1)nResa
We denote by Tr(a) the constant term at z = 0 of the zeta-function,
Tr(a) = lim
z→0
(ζa(z) − 1
z
Res(a))
If a ∈ S then Tr(Opw(a)H−z) is an entire function, and we see that
Tr(a) = Tr(a) ∀a ∈ S(R2n)
However the functional Tr is not a trace on Wq.
Example 5.5. Let n = 1, and take a = (x2 + ξ2)#k with Opw(a) = Hk, k = 0,1,2,3, . . . .
Then
ζa(z) = TrHk−z
The spectrum of H consists of simple eigenvalues 1,3,5,7, . . .. Hence
TrHk−z =
∞
∑
l=0
(1 + 2l)k−z = (1 − 2k−z)ζ(z − k)
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where ζ(z) is the Riemann ζ-function. The equality holds if Re z > k + 1, and hence we
obtain equality
ζa(z) = (1 − 2k−z)ζ(z − k)
of the meromorphic extensions of the two functions. In particular,
Tr((x2 + ξ2)#k) = (1 − 2k)ζ(−k) = {0 if k ≥ 0 is even(2k − 1)Bk+1
k+1
if k > 0 is odd
where Bk+1 is the Bernoulli number.
5.4. The trace τ on A .
Lemma 5.6. If σ = (w+,w−) ∈ A , then the meromorphic function
ϕ(z, σ) ∶= ζw+(z) − (−1)nζw−(z)
is holomorphic at z = 0.
Proof. The zeta functions have at most simple poles at z = 0. The residue of ϕ(z, σ) at
z = 0 is
Res(w+) − (−1)nRes(w−) = Res(λ(w+)) − (−1)nRes(λ(w−))
Since ι ○ λ(w+) = λ(w−), this residue is zero by Proposition 5.4.

Definition 5.7. Define a linear map τ ∶A → C by
τ(σ) ∶= ϕ(0, σ) = Tr(w+) − (−1)nTr(w−)
for σ = (w+,w−) ∈ A.
Theorem 5.8. τ is a trace, i.e. τ(σσ′) = τ(σ′σ) for all σ,σ′ ∈ A .
Proof. For z ∈ C and σ = (w+,w−) ∈ A define
δz(σ) ∶= (h−z#w+#hz, hz#w−#h−z)
By Proposition 5.2 we have δz(σ) ∈ A . Since hz1#hz2 = hz1+z2 , δz defines a one-parameter
group δ∶C → Aut(A ) of automorphisms of A . The function z ↦ δz(σ) is entire for any
σ ∈ A . We obtain a corresponding derivation D∶A → A defined by
D(σ) ∶= d
dz
∣
z=0
δz(σ)
The Taylor series of the function C→ A ∶ z ↦ δz(σ) is
(5.2) δz(σ) = ∞∑
k=0
zk
k!
Dk(σ)
Note that for σ ∈ A m we have D(σ) ∈ A m−2, and hence Dk(σ) ∈ A m−2k.
Now for σ = (w+,w−), σ′ = (w′+,w′−) ∈ A and Re z ≫ 0,
ϕ(z, σσ′) =
TrOpw(w+)Opw(w′+)H−z − (−1)nTrOpw(w′−)Opw(w−)H−z =
TrOpw(w′+)(H−zOpw(w+)Hz)H−z − (−1)nTr(HzOpw(w−)H−z)Opw(w′−)H−z =
ϕ(z, σ′δz(σ))
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From the expansion (5.2), for Re z ≫ 0
ϕ(z, σσ′) = ∞∑
k=0
zk
k!
ϕ(z, σ′Dk(σ)).
Since both sides admit meromorphic extensions to C, this equality holds when either
(hence both) sides are holomorphic, in particular at z = 0. Setting z = 0 yields
ϕ(0, σσ′) = ϕ(0, σ′σ)
This completes the proof. 
5.5. Calculations of τ . In the section we give an alternative characterization of the trace
τ , which is useful in calculations.
For w ∈W with asymptotic expansion w ∼ ∑∞m=−lwm, with wm homogeneous of degree−m, integrating the terms with −l ≤m ≤ 2n gives
∫
∥x∥2+∥ξ∥2≤R2
w(x, ξ)dxdξ = c2n+lR2n+l +⋯+ c1R + c0 logR + f(R), R > 0
The constants c2n−m depends on wm, and the remainder term f(R) is a smooth function
of R that has a (finite) limit when R →∞. The logarithmic term arises from integrating
w2n. Note that the homogeneous function w2n is not integrable on the ball ∥x∥2+∥ξ∥2 ≤ R2,
unlike the other terms wm with −l ≤m ≤ 2n − 1.
We define the linear functional
T̃r∶W → C by T̃r(w) ∶= (2π)−n lim
R→∞
f(R).
If w ∈W−2n−1 and hence is of trace class then
T̃r(w) = Tr(w)
Now if σ = (w+,w−) ∈ A , then w+,w− ∈Wq, and if w+ ∼ ∑∞m=−lw2m then w− ∼∑∞m=−l(−1)mw2m,
where w2m is homogeneous of degree −2m. For (x, ξ) ≠ (0,0), let
(5.3) w̃+ ∶= w+ −
n
∑
m=−l
w2m w̃− ∶= w− −
n
∑
m=−l
(−1)mw2m
and
R(σ) ∶= w̃+ − (−1)nw̃− = w+ − (−1)nw− − 2∑w2m
where the summation is over m ∈ Z such that −l ≤m ≤ n − 1 and n +m is odd.
Proposition 5.9. For σ = (w+,w−) ∈ A ,
T̃r(w+) − (−1)nT̃r(w−) = (2π)−n ∫ R(σ)dxdξ
Proof. The terms in w+ and w− that are homogeneous of degree −2n (i.e. with m = n)
cancel out in w+ − (−1)nw−. Thus, all terms w2m that appear in the formula for R(σ)
are integrable, and therefore R(σ) is integrable as well (even though it is singular at(x, ξ) = (0,0)).
T̃r(w+ − (−1)nw−) = (2π)−n ∫ R(σ)dxdξ

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The goal of this section is to derive the following formula for τ .
Proposition 5.10. For σ = (w+,w−) ∈ A ,
τ(σ) = (2π)−n ∫ R(σ)dxdξ
Proposition 5.10 has some important corollaries.
Corollary 5.11. Let σ = (w+,w−) ∈ A be such that w+(x, ξ),w−(x, ξ) are polynomials in(x, ξ) ∈ R2n. Then τ(σ) = 0.
Proof. If w(x, ξ) is a polynomial then T̃r(w) = 0. 
Corollary 5.12. Let φ ∈ Sp(R2n), σ ∈ A . Then
τ(φ(σ)) = τ(σ)
Proof. A symplectic transformation φ preserves the measure dxdξ. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 5.10. The proof
relies on the well-known connection between zeta functions and heat kernel expansions.
Given σ = (w+,w−) ∈ A , let a ∶= w+ − (−1)nw− ∈W2lq , so that
τ(σ) = Tr(a)
The zeta function ζa(z) and the heat kernel are related by the Mellin transform. With
A = Opw(a), we have :
Γ(z)TrAH−z = ∫ ∞
0
tz−1TrAe−tHdt Re z > 0
Γ(z) has simple poles at nonpositive integers, and its residue at z = 0 is 1. By Proposition
5.4 we have Res(a) = 0 and hence TrAH−z is holomorphic at z = 0. As a consequence
Γ(z)TrAH−z has at most simple poles at nonnegative integers z, and at most second
order poles at negative integers. The inverse Mellin transform converts this information
into the asymptotic expansion of TrAe−tH
(5.4) TrAe−tH ∼
∞
∑
k=−n−l
akt
k +
∞
∑
k=1
rkt
k log t as t ↓ 0.
The coefficients ak, k ≤ 0, are the residues of Γ(z)TrAH−z at z = −k. In particular
a0 = Res ∣z=0Γ(z)TrAH−z = Tr(a)
In summary:
Proposition 5.13. If σ = (w+,w−) ∈ A then τ(σ) is equal to the constant term in the
asymptotic expansion in powers of t (for t ↓ 0) of the expression
Tr (Opw(w+)e−tH) − (−1)nTr (Opw(w−))e−tH)
We will need the following lemma.
Lemma 5.14. Let a ∈W, b ∈ S. Then
TrOpw(a#b) = TrOpw(ab)
where ab is the pointwise product of functions (ab)(x, ξ) = a(x, ξ)b(x, ξ).
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Proof. The Schwarz kernel of Opw(a)Opw(b) is the oscillatory integral
K(x, y) = (2π)−2n ∫ a(x + z2 , ζ) b(
y + z
2
, τ) ei(x−z)⋅ζ−i(y−z)⋅τdζ dτ dz
With x = y and the change of variables (u, v) = ((x + z)/2, x − z) we find
TrOpw(a)Opw(b) = ∫ K(x,x)dx = (2π)−2n ∫ a (u, ζ) b (u, τ) eiv⋅(ζ−τ)dζ dτ dudv
= (2π)−n ∫ a(u, ζ)b(u, ζ)dudζ

Proof of Proposition 5.10. By Proposition 5.13 and Lemma 5.14, τ(σ) is equal to the
constant term in the asymptotic expansion in powers of t of the integral
(2π)−n ∫ (w+ − (−1)nw−)htdxdξ
with ht as in (5.1). This expression is equal to
(2π)−n ∫ R(σ)htdxdξ + 2(2π)−n∑∫ w2mhtdxdξ
where the summation is over m ∈ Z such that −l ≤ m ≤ n − 1 and n +m is odd. From
Mehler’s formula (5.1) we see that ht(x, ξ) converges to 1 as t ↓ 0, uniformly on compact
subsets of R2n. Since R(σ) is integrable, we obtain
lim
t↓0
∫ R(σ)ht dxdξ = ∫ R(σ)dxdξ
Since w2m is homogeneous of degree −2m, we get
∫ w2mhtdxdξ = cm(cosh t)n ∫
∞
0
ρ2m−2n−1e−ρ
−2 tanh tdρ =
cmΓ(n −m)
2(sinh t)n−m(cosh t)m
for a constant cm which depends on w2m. For odd n +m (and so odd n−m) the function
on the right hand side is odd, and hence the constant coefficient in its Laurent expansion
at t = 0 vanishes. We conclude that
τ(σ) = (2π)−n ∫ R(σ)dxdξ

5.6. Continuity of τ . We identify the algebra of order zero Heisenberg principal symbols
SH with the order zero subalgebra A 0H of AH . As a vector space SH is the space of smooth
functions C∞(S∗M), which is a Fre´chet space in the usual way.
Proposition 5.15. The trace τ ∶A 0 → C is continuous as a linear functional on the
Fre´chet space C∞(S2n).
Proof. With σ = (w+,w−) ∈ A 0, we need to give an upper bound for ∫ R(σ)dxdξ by a
linear combination of continuous seminorms of C∞(S2n). Here we shall think of σ as
a single smooth function on S2n. We use the coordinate ρq near the equator, which is
related to (x, ξ) via ρq = ±ρ2 = ±(∥x∥2 + ∥ξ∥2) (see section 2.4).
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In the region ρ ≤ 1 the asymptotic expansions
w+ ∼
∞
∑
m=0
w2m w− ∼
∞
∑
m=0
(−1)mw2m
correspond to Taylor series of σ near the equator of S2n in powers of ρq. We therefore
obtain estimates for the remainders w̃± defined in (5.3),
∣w̃±(x, ξ)∣ ≤M ∣ρq ∣n+1(n + 1)! M = supρq≤1 ∣∂n+1ρq σ∣
From R(σ) = w̃+ − (−1)nw̃− we obtain
∣∫
ρ≤1
R(σ)dxdξ∣ ≤ Cn sup
ρq≤1
∣∂n+1ρq σ∣
For the integral over the region ρ ≥ 1, we write
∣∫
ρ≥1
R(σ)dxdξ∣ ≤ ∫
ρ≥1
∣w+(x, ξ)∣dxdξ + ∫
ρ≥1
∣w−(x, ξ)∣dxdξ + 2∑∫
ρ≥1
∣w2m(x, ξ)∣dxdξ
(with summation over 0 ≤m ≤ n − 1 and m + n odd). The first two terms are bounded by
a multiple of the supremum norm ∥σ∥∞. Finally, for the homogeneous terms w2m we let
w2m(x, ξ) = f2m(θ)ρ2m
where f2m(θ) = w2m(ρx, ρξ) is a smooth function of θ = (ρx, ρξ) ∈ S2n−1. We obtain
estimates
∫
ρ≥1
∣w2m(x, ξ)∣dxdξ ≤ Dn,m sup
θ∈S2n−1
∣f2m(θ)∣
The supremum of f2m is a continuous seminorm of C∞(S2n) because f2m is equal to the
restriction to the equator of the derivative ∂mρqσ.

Let ρ˜(x, ξ) > 0 be a strictly positive smooth function on R2n, which is equal to ρ(x, ξ) =(∥x∥2 + ∥ξ∥2)−1/2 if ρ ≤ 1. Then the map
A
2l → A 0 (w+,w−)↦ (ρ˜2lw+, (−1)lρ˜2lw−)
is a linear isomorphism of vector spaces A 2l ≅ C∞(S2n). Via this identification, the con-
tinuous seminorms of C∞(S2n) determine seminorms on A 2l, making A 2l into a Fre´chet
space. The proof of Proposition 5.15, with minor changes, shows that τ ∶A 2l → C is
continuous.
With the Fre´chet space structure as discussed above, we have continuous injections
A
0 →A 2 → A 4 →⋯
The algebra A can be given the direct limit topology, making it into an LF space. Then
τ ∶A → C is continuous.
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5.7. The trace τ and the connection. By Corollary 5.12 and Proposition 5.15, the
trace τ extends to a linear map
τ ∶AH = C∞(PH ;A )Sp(2n) → C∞(M)
with the property
τ(ab) = τ(ba) a, b ∈ AH
Since the continuous linear map τ ∶A 2l → C is automatically smooth, it follows that if
σ ∈ AH then τ(σ) ∈ C∞(M). Likewise, we have
τ ∶Ωk(PH ;A )basic → Ωk(PH)basic
or more succinctly,
τ ∶Ωk(AH)→ Ωk(M)
Then τ is a graded trace,
τ(η1η2) = (−1)k1+k2τ(η2η1) ηj ∈ Ωkj(AH)
Lemma 5.16. For all η ∈ Ωk(M,AH),
τ(∇(η)) = dτ(η)
Proof.
τ(∇(η)) = τ(dη + [ν(α), η]) = τ(dη) = dτ(η).

Lemma 5.17. For every non-negative integer k = 0,1,2, . . . ,
τ(θk) = 0
Proof. By definition, θ = ν(θ) is an element in AH which restricts in each fiber A (H∗p , ωp)
to an element (w+,w−), where w+ and w− are polynomials of degree 2. The lemma then
follows from Corollary 5.11.

6. A generalized cycle and its character
The goal of this section is to construct the homomorphism
χ∶K1(SH)→Hodd(M)
appearing in our index formula. The construction uses the connection, curvature and trace
constructed in the preceding sections and relies on techniques from cyclic (co)homology
theory. Therefore we give a very brief review of definitions from cyclic homology theory
in Section 6.1 and of cycles and generalized cycles in Section 6.2. In Section 6.3 we spell
out the construction of the character map in a general geometric context, and in Section
6.4 we specialize it to our situation.
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6.1. The Chern character in cyclic homology. In this section we give a very brief
overview of the periodic cyclic homological complex, mostly to fix the notations. The
standard reference for this material is [17].
For a complex unital algebra A set Cl(A) ∶= A ⊗ (A/(C ⋅ 1))⊗l, l ≥ 0. One defines
differentials b∶Cl(A)→ Cl−1(A) and B∶Cl(A)→ Cl+1(A) by
b(a0 ⊗ a1 ⊗ . . . al) ∶= l−1∑
i=0
(−1)ia0 ⊗ . . . aiai+1 ⊗ . . . al + (−1)lala0 ⊗ a1 ⊗ . . . al−1
B(a0 ⊗ a1 ⊗ . . . al) ∶= l∑
i=0
(−1)li1⊗ ai ⊗ ai+1 ⊗ . . . ai−1 (with a−1 ∶= al)
One verifies directly that b, B are well defined and satisfy b2 = 0, B2 = 0, Bb+ bB = 0. Let
u be a formal variable of degree −2. The space of periodic cyclic chains of degree i ∈ Z is
defined by
CC
per
i (A) = (C●(A)[u−1, u]])i = ∏
−2n+l=i
unCl(A).
Note that CCperi (A) = uCCperi+2(A). We will write a chain in CCperi (A) as α = ∑
i+2m≥0
umαi+2m
where αl ∈ Cl(A). The boundary is given by b + uB where b and B are the Hochschild
and Connes boundaries of the cyclic complex. The homology of this complex is periodic
cyclic homology, denoted HCper● (A).
If r ∈ Mn(A) is invertible the following formula defines a cycle in the periodic cyclic
complex:
(6.1) Ch(r) ∶= − 1
2πi
∞
∑
l=0
(−1)l l!ul tr(r−1 ⊗ r)⊗(l+1) ∈ CCper1 (A)
where tr∶ (A⊗Mn(C))⊗k → A⊗k is the map given by
tr(a0 ⊗m0)⊗ (a1 ⊗m1)⊗ . . . (ak ⊗mk) = (trm0m1 . . .mk)a0 ⊗ a1 ⊗ . . . ak
In the case of interest to us, A will be a Fre´chet algebra. In that case we will use
a projective tensor product to define Cl(A) = A ⊗ (A/(C ⋅ 1))⊗l. One can define the
topological K-theory of a Fre´chet algebra as K1(A) ∶= π0(GL(A)). With these definitions,
(6.1) defines the (odd) Chern character homomorphism
(6.2) Ch∶K1(A)→ HCper1 (A)
from topological K-theory to periodic cyclic homology.
6.2. Cycles and characters. As in [5, 6], a cycle of dimension n is a triple (Ω, d, ∫ )
where Ω =⊕nj=0Ωj is a graded complex algebra, d∶Ω→ Ω is a graded derivation of degree
1 such that d2 = 0, and ∫ ∶Ωn → C is a graded trace on Ω such that ∫ dβ = 0 for all β ∈ Ωn−1.
If A is a complex algebra, then a cycle over A is given by a cycle (Ω, d, ∫ ) together with
a homomorphism ρ∶A → Ω0. The character of such a cycle is the (n + 1)-linear map
(a0, a1, . . . , an)↦ ∫ ρ(a0)d(ρ(a1))d(ρ(a2))⋯d(ρ(an)) aj ∈ A
Elements in cyclic cohomology HC●(A) can be represented as cycles over A.
In [11, 12] the first author considered the notion of generalized cycle of degree n given
by a quadruple (Ω●,∇, θ, ∫ ) where
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● Ω● is a graded algebra
● ∇∶Ω● → Ω●+1 is a graded derivation
● θ ∈ Ω2 is such that ∇2(β) = θβ − βθ for β ∈ Ω and ∇(θ) = 0. In other words,(Ω●,∇, θ) is a curved differential graded algebra
● Finally ∫ ∶Ωn → C is a graded trace such that ∫ ∇β = 0 for β ∈ Ω
With every generalized cycle explicit formulas of [11, 12] associate its character, which is
a cocycle in the cyclic b, B bicomplex. This construction extends the construction of the
character of a cycle.
These formulas apply in our context as follows. The triple (Ω●AH ,∇,θ) is a curved
dga. If we let
∫−β ∶= ∫
M
τ(β) ∧ Aˆ(M) β ∈ Ω●AH
then the quadruple (Ω●AH ,∇,θ, ∫− )
is a generalized cycle (or, more correctly, a finite sum of generalized cycles), thanks to the
results of sections 4 and 5. With the inclusion SH ≅ A 0H ⊂ AH , this defines a generalized
cycle over the algebra of principal Heisenberg symbols SH . The formalism of [11,12] then
gives us a periodic cyclic cocycle in CC1per(SH) which is continuous on the Fre´chet algebra
SH (see Proposition 5.15 and the Appendix for a brief discussion of continuity).
Therefore we can pair this cyclic cocycle with topological K-theory, and we obtain a
map
K1(SH) ChÐ→ HCper1 (SH)→ C
We shall prove that this is the index map for the Heisenberg calculus.
6.3. The character map. Let M be a closed smooth manifold, and let A be a unital
complex algebra equipped with an algebra homomorphism C∞(M) → Z(A), where Z(A)
is the center of A. Denote
Ωj(A) ∶= Ωj(M)⊗C∞(M) A Ω●(A) ∶=⊕
j
Ωj(A)
Assume that the following data is given:
● A connection ∇∶A→ Ω1(A) with ∇1 = 0 and
∇(fa) = df ⊗ a + f∇(a) f ∈ C∞(M), a ∈ A
which acts as a derivation of A:
(6.3) ∇(ab) = ∇(a)b + a∇(b) a, b ∈ A
∇ extends to a graded derivation of Ω●(A) of degree 1 in the standard way.
● An element θ ∈ Ω2(A) such that
(6.4) ∇2(a) = [θ, a] ∇(θ) = 0
● A C∞(M)-linear trace τ ∶A → C∞(M) satisfying
τ(ab) = τ(ba)
τ extends to a map Ω●(A)→ Ω●(M), and we assume that
(6.5) τ(∇a) = dτ(a)
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If C is a closed de Rham current C onM , then the quadruple (A,∇, θ,C○τ) is a generalized
cycle, as above. However, it is unnecessary to bring in de Rham currents at this point.
Instead, one can construct the following morphism of complexes.
Theorem 6.1 ([11, 12]). The map
(6.6) T ∶CCper● (A)→ (Ω●(X)[u−1, u], ud)
given by
T (a0⊗a1 . . .⊗ak) = ∑
i0,...,ik≥0
(−1)i0+...+ik
(i0 + i1 + . . . ik + k)!τ (a0(uθ)i0∇(a1)(uθ)i1 . . .∇(ak)(uθ)ik)
is a morphism of complexes.
Remark 6.2. A natural framework for such identities in cyclic cohomology is provided by
the theory of operations on cyclic cohomology of Nest and Tsygan, cf. [19–21].
For a given algebra A one can modify ∇ and θ (without changing τ) as follows. Let
κ ∈ Ω1(A). Set
(6.7) ∇′ ∶= ∇+ [κ, ⋅], θ′ ∶= θ +∇κ + κ2
Then ∇′, θ′, τ satisfy all the conditions above and let T ′ be the corresponding morphism
of complexes. We then have the following.
Proposition 6.3 ([11, 12]). The morphisms T and T ′ are chain homotopic.
Assume now that A is a Fre´chet algebra, and that C∞(M) → Z(A), ∇∶A → Ω1(A),
τ ∶A → C∞(M) are continuous. Then the morphism T from Theorem 6.1 is continuous
and we can define the character map
χ∶K1(A)→Hodd(M)
as the composition
K1(A) ChÐ→ HC1(A) TÐ→ Hodd(M)[u−1, u] RÐ→ Hodd(M)
● Ch is the Chern character in cyclic homology from (6.2)
● T is the map in (co)homology determined by the morphism (6.6)
● R is C-linear map defined by “evaluation” of the formal variable u,
R(u) = 1
2πi
in other words, R(∑uqαq) =∑(2πi)−qαq, αq ∈H●(M)
Explicitly, for a class [r] in K1(A) represented by an invertible r ∈ Mn(A), its image
under χ is represented by the differential form
(6.8) χ(r) =∑
l≥0
∑
i0,...,i2l+1≥0
( −1
2πi
)I+l+1 l!(I + 2l + 1)!τ (tr r−1θi0∇(r)θi1∇(r−1) . . .∇(r)θi2l+1)
where
I = i0 + i1 + . . . + i2l+1
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and tr∶Mn(C)⊗Ω●(A) → Ω●(A) is the matrix trace. By Proposition 6.3 the cohomology
class of χ(r) does not change if ∇, θ are replaced by ∇′, θ′ as in (6.7).
Remark 6.4. For a closed de Rham current C on M , the quadruple (A,∇, θ,C ○ τ) is a
generalized cycle. The character of (A,∇, θ,C ○ τ) (as defined by Connes) determines a
map K1(A)→ C. This map is equivalent to the composition C ○ χ (See [11, 12]).
Example 6.5. Let E be a vector bundle over M , and let A = Γ(M ;End(E)). A choice
of connection ∇ on E defines a derivation on A as in (6.3). The curvature of ∇ is an
element θ ∈ Ω2(M ;End(E)), which satisfies equations (6.4). Finally, the fiberwise trace
tr∶End(Ep) → C determines a trace τ ∶A → C∞(X) that satisfies (6.5). For an invert-
ible element r ∈ A we therefore obtain a differential form χ(r) defined by (6.8), and a
cohomology class [χ(r)] ∈Hodd(M).
Proposition 6.6. Assume that M is compact, and let [r] denote the class of r in K1(A) ≅
K1(M). Then [χ(r)] = Ch[r] ∈ Hodd(M).
Proof. Consider first the case when the bundle E is trivial, with an arbitrary connec-
tion ∇ with curvature θ. In this case we can replace ∇, θ by de Rham differential d
and 0 respectively without changing the cohomology class of χ(r). With this choice of
connection
χ(r) =∑
l≥0
( −1
2πi
)l+1 l!(2l + 1)! tr r−1drd(r−1) . . . d(r−1)dr =
−∑
l≥0
1
(2πi)l+1
l!
(2l + 1)! tr(r−1dr)2l+1
and the last expression is the well-known formula for the Chern character. This proves
the result for the trivial bundle. Now for a general bundle E find E′ such that E ⊕ E′
is trivializable. Choose any connection ∇′ on E′ and endow E ⊕E′ with the connection
∇⊕∇′. Then χ(r ⊕ id) = χ(r). On the other hand [χ(r ⊕ id)] = Ch([r ⊕ id]) = Ch([r]),
which complets the proof in the general case.

6.4. The character map for SH . All the data needed to construct the character map is
present for the algebra SH of principal Heisenberg symbol of order zero. We have a curved
dga (Ω●(AH),∇,θ), a closed graded trace τ ∶Ω●(AH)→ Ω●(M), and a homomorphism (an
inclusion) SH →AH . We summarize our conclusion in the following theorem.
Theorem 6.7. Let σ be an invertible element inMr(SH). Choose a symplectic connection
∇ on H and let ∇ and θ be as in (4.2), (4.3). Then the formula
(6.9)
χ(σ) =∑
l≥0
∑
i0,...,i2l+1≥0
( −1
2πi
)I+l+1 l!(I + 2l + 1)!τ (trσ−1θi0∇(σ)θi1∇(σ−1) . . .∇(σ)θi2l+1) ,
I = i0 + i1 + . . . i2l+1
defines a homomorphism
χ∶K1(SH)→Hodd(M)
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This homomorphism is independent of the choice of connection ∇.
The independence of ∇ is immediate from Proposition 6.3, the conditions of which are
satisfied according to Lemma 4.5.
7. Toeplitz operators
A Toeplitz operator is an order zero pseudodifferential operator in the Heisenberg cal-
culus. We calculate the character χ(σ) of the symbol of a Toeplitz operator Tf ,
χ(σH(Tf)) = Ch(f) ∧ exp (1
2
c1(H1,0))
This calculation establishes the equivalence of our index formula with that of Boutet de
Monvel in the case of Toeplitz operators.
7.1. Boutet de Monvel’s theorem. Let N˜ be a complex analytic manifold of complex
dimension n+1, and N ⊂ N˜ a relatively compact open submanifold with smooth boundary
M = ∂N of real dimension 2n + 1. Let H1,0 ⊂ TM ⊗ C be the complex vector bundle of
holomorphic tangent vectors on N˜ that are tangent to M ,
H1,0 ∶= T 1,0N˜ ∣M ∩ (TM ⊗C)
Choose a defining function of the boundary r∶N → R with N = r−1((−∞,0)), M = r−1(0),
and dr ≠ 0 on M . The Levi form is the hermitian form on the fibers of H1,0 defined by
⟨v,w⟩ ∶= ∂∂¯r(v, w¯) v,w ∈H1,0p
The boundary of N is called strictly pseudoconvex if the Levi form is strictly positive. This
definition is independent of the choice of r. Strict pseudoconvexity is biholomorphically
invariant. A domain N ⊂ Cn+1 with a smooth boundary that is strictly convex in the
Euclidean sense is strictly pseudoconvex. In Cn+1, a strictly pseudoconvex domain is the
same as a domain of holomorphy.
Let α be the restriction of the (1,0)-form −i∂r toM . Because dr(v) = ∂γ(v)+∂¯γ(v) = 0
for v ∈ TM ⊗C, α is a real 1-form. A holomorphic vector v ∈ T 1,0N˜ ∣M is tangent to M if
dr(v) = ∂r(v) = 0. Since ∂¯r(v) = 0 this is equivalent to α(v + v¯) = 0. We have a canonical
isomorphism of real vector bundles T 1,0N˜ ≅ TN˜ ∶ v ↦ v + v¯. Then H1,0 is identified with
the real vector bundle H ⊂ TM of (real) tangent vectors that are annihilated by α. Note
that dα is the restriction of i∂∂¯γ to M . Strict positivity of the Levi form implies that dα
is nondegenerate (i.e. symplectic) when restricted to H . Thus, α is a contact form on M .
The Hardy spaceH2(M) is the space of L2-functions onM that extend to a holomorphic
function on N . The Szego¨ projection S is the orthogonal projection
S∶L2(M)→ H2(M)
For a continuous map f ∶M → GL(r,C), let Mf be the corresponding multiplication
operator on L2(M)⊗Cr . The Toeplitz operator Tf is the composition ofMf with S⊗ Ir,
Tf = (S ⊗ Ir)Mf ∶H2(M)⊗Cr →H2(M)⊗Cr
Tf is a bounded Fredholm operator.
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Theorem 7.1. [Boutet de Monvel [3]]
IndexTf = ∫
M
Ch(f) ∧Td(H1,0)
Here M is oriented as the boundary of N by the ‘outward normal first’ convention: a
frame of tangent vectors (v1, v2, . . . , v2n+1) onM is positively oriented if (n, v1, v2, . . . , v2n+1)
is positively oriented on N˜ , where n is an outward pointing normal vector, dr(n) > 0.
Equivalently, the volume form α(dα)n on M is positively oriented.
7.2. The Szego¨ projection in the Heisenberg calculus. A reference for the material
in this section is [10].
With M = ∂N˜ as above, let the tangential Cauchy-Riemann operator
∂¯b∶C∞(M) → Γ((H0,1)∗)
be defined by ⟨∂¯bf,W ⟩ = ⟨df,W ⟩ for W ∈ Γ(H0,1). Note that ∂¯bf = 0 if W.f = 0 for all
anti-holomorphic vector fields W on N˜ that are tangent to M . Such a function extends
to a holomorphic function on N˜ , at least in a neighborhood of M .
If we impose a Hermitian metric on M , we can form the formal adjoint ∂¯∗b . The Kohn
Laplacian is the second order operator ◻b ∶= ∂¯∗b ∂¯b. The projection onto the kernel of ◻b
differs from the Szego¨ projection S by a finite rank smoothing operator.
The Szego¨ projection S is not a classical pseudodifferential operator, but it is an order
zero pseudodifferential operator in the Heisenberg calculus. It has the same principal
Heisenberg symbol as the projection onto the kernel of ◻b.
Up to order 1 terms in the Heisenberg calculus, ◻b is equal to the operator
Ln =∆H + inT
where ∆H is a sublaplacian, and T is the Reeb vector field. The principal Heisenberg
symbol (of order 2) of ∆H is σH(∆H) = (Q,Q), where Q(x, ξ) = ∥x∥2+∥ξ∥2 is the harmonic
oscillator. In the Heisenberg calculus, the Reeb vector field T is an order 2 operator with
principal symbol σH(T ) = (i,−i). Thus,
σH(Ln) = (Q − n,Q + n)
The kernel of Q − n is spanned by the vacuum vector of the harmonic oscillator. Q + n is
strictly positive, and has no kernel. Thus, the principal Heisenberg symbol of the Szego¨
projection is
σH(S) = (s,0) ∈ SH
where s ∈W(H∗p , ωp) is the projection onto the vacuum of the harmonic oscillator. From
(5.1) one derives the formula
(7.1) s(v) ∶= 2ne−∥v∥2 v ∈H∗p
7.3. Toeplitz operators on contact manifolds. In [7], Epstein and Melrose show
how to generalize Boutet de Monvel’s theorem to contact manifolds. If M is a closed
contact manifold with contact form α, and H = Kerα ⊂ TM , one can choose a complex
structure J ∶H → H , J2 = −I, that is compatible with the symplectic form −dα. Then
(7.1) defines a projection s ∈ SH . Choose an arbitrary pseudodifferential operator of
order zero S˜ ∈ Ψ0H(M) in the Heisenberg calculus with symbol s. Since s2 − s = 0, we see
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that S˜2 − S˜ ∈ Ψ−1H (M) is a compact operator. Because the Heisenberg algebra Ψ0H(M) is
holomorphically closed, one can then form a projection S ∈ Ψ0H(M) with the same symbol
as S˜. Such a projection with symbol (7.1) is called a generalized Szego¨ projection.
As shown in [7], Boutet de Monvel’s theorem generalizes to contact manifolds. (See
also [1].)
Theorem 7.2. [7] If M is a closed contact manifold with generalized Szego¨ projection S,
and
Tf = (S ⊗ Ir)Mf + (I − S)∶L2(M)⊗Cr → L2(M)⊗Cr
is the Toeplitz operator associated to f ∶M → GL(r,C), then
IndexTf = ∫
M
Ch(f) ∧Td(H1,0)
Here M is oriented by the volume form α(dα)n.
7.4. Some calculations. Let V = R2n with coordinates (x, ξ) and symplectic form ω =
∑dxj ∧ dξj. We identify
R
2n = Cn (x1, . . . , xn, ξ1, . . . , ξn)↦ (x1 + iξ1, . . . , xn + iξn)
so that U(n) ⊂ Sp(2n) and u(n) ⊂ sp(2n).
Lemma 7.3. Let T ∈ u(n) ⊂ sp(2n). If s ∈W is the vacuum projection of the harmonic
oscillator Q ∈W, Q(x, ξ) = ∥x∥2 + ∥ξ∥2, then
µ−1(T )s = 1
2
tr(T )s
Proof. First consider the harmonic oscillator in the case n = 1. We have iQ ∈ g, and
µ(iQ) = i{iQ, ⋅} = −{Q, ⋅}. From {Q,x} = −2ξ, {Q,ξ} = 2x we obtain
µ( i
2
Q) = (0 −1
1 0
)
Now let V = R2n = Cn. Thinking of T as an element in u(n) acting on Cn, choose an
orthonormal basis e1, e2,. . . , en of Cn consisting of eigenvectors of T , with corresponding
eigenvalues iβ1, . . . , iβn. The 2-dimensional real subspaces Vk ⊂ R2n spanned by ek, Jek
are T -invariant. With respect to the decomposition R2n = V1 ⊕ V2 ⊕ . . . Vn we have T =
B1 ⊕ B2 ⊕ . . . Bn, where Bk = ( 0 −βkβk 0 ). Note that e1, Je1, e2, Je2, . . . , en, Jen is a
symplectic basis of V . If y1, η1, y2, η2, . . . , yk, ηk ∈ V ∗ is the dual basis of V ∗, then the
isomorphism sp(V ) ≅ sp(V ∗) is the identity map of matrices.
Let Qk ∶= y2k + η2k. Then Q = ∑Qk as a function on R2n. Under the isomorphism
W(R2n, ω) = n⊗
k=1
W(Vk, dyk ∧ dηk)
we have
Q =
n
∑
k=1
1⊗⋯⊗Qk ⊗⋯⊗ 1
and
s = s1 ⊗ s2 ⊗⋯⊗ sn
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where sk ∈ W(Vk) is the vacuum projection of the harmonic oscillator Qk ∈W(Vk). The
above calculations show that
µ−1(T ) =∑ iβk
2
1⊗⋯⊗Qk ⊗⋯⊗ 1
Since Qksk = sk we get
µ−1(T )s =∑ iβk
2
s1 ⊗⋯⊗ sk ⊗⋯⊗ sn = 1
2
tr(T )s

Corollary 7.4. Choose a complex structure J on H that is compatible with the symplectic
structure. Let ∇ be a unitary connection on H and let ∇ and θ be as in (4.2) and (4.3).
Then
Tr(θis) = (1
2
tr(θ))i ∈ Ω2i(M) i = 0,1,2,3, . . .
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 7.3, and the fact that s is a rank 1 projection.

7.5. The character of the symbol of a Toeplitz operator. If Tf is a Toeplitz operator
acting on H2(M)⊗Cr , then T˜f ∶= Tf ⊕ (I −S ⊗ Ir) is an operator on L2(M)⊗Cr that has
the same index as Tf . T˜f is an order zero pseudodifferential operator in the Heisenberg
calculus. The principal Heisenberg symbol of T˜f is
σH(T˜f) = (fs + (1 − s),1) ∈Mr(SH)
More precisely, if
f =∑
i
fi ⊗mi ∈ C∞(M)⊗Mr(C)
then
σH(T˜f) =∑
i
(fis,0)⊗mi + (1 − s,1)⊗ Ir ∈ SH ⊗Mr(C)
Theorem 7.5. Let M be a closed contact manifold, on which a generalized Szego¨ projec-
tion has been chosen. If Tf is a Toeplitz operator on M then
χ(σH(Tf)) = Ch(f) ∧ exp(1
2
c1(H1,0)) ∈Hodd(M)
Proof. Choose a unitary connection ∇ for H1,0. We identify H1,0 = H via v ↦ v + v¯, as
usual. If ∇ is unitary, then ∇s = 0. Therefore the term (1 − s,1)⊗ Ir contributes zero to
χ(σH(T˜f)). Then formula (6.8) gives,
χ(σH(Tf)) =∑
l≥0
∑
i0,...,i2l+1≥0
( −1
2πi
)I+l+1 l!(I + 2l + 1)!Tr (tr r−1θi0∇(r)θi1∇(r−1) . . .∇(r)θi2l+1)
where I = i0 + i1 +⋯ + i2l+1 and we let
r ∶=∑
i
fis⊗mi ∈ SH ⊗Mr(C)
From ∇s = 0 we obtain
∇(r) =∑
i
(dfi ⊗ s)⊗mi ∈ Ω1(SH)⊗Mr(C)
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or equivalently
∇(r) = df ⊗ s ∈Mr(Ω1(M))⊗C∞(M) SH
Likewise
∇(r−1) = d(f−1)⊗ s
Then
r−1θi0∇(r)θi1∇(r−1) . . .∇(r)θi2l+1 = (−1)l(f−1df)2l+1 ⊗ θi0+⋯+i2l+1s
Applying the traces we get
Tr (tr r−1θi0∇(r)θi1∇(r−1) . . .∇(r)θi2l+1) = (−1)l tr(f−1df)2l+1 ⋅Tr(θIs)
By Corollary 7.4,
Tr(θIs) = (1
2
tr(θ))I
Thus, χ(σH(Tf)) can be written as a product of two factors,
(∑
l≥0
(−1)l ( −1
2πi
)l+1 l!(2l + 1)! tr(f−1df)2l+1)( ∑i0,...,i2l+1≥0(
−1
2πi
)I (2l + 1)!(I + 2l + 1)! (
1
2
tr(θ))I)
The first factor is χ(f) = Ch(f) (see Proposition 6.6). For the second factor, note that
(I + 2l + 1)!
I!(2l + 1)!
is the number of ways in which I can be written as a sum I = i0+i1+⋯+i2l+1 of non-negative
integers. Therefore the second factor is
∑
k≥0
1
k!
( −1
2πi
⋅ 1
2
tr(θ))k = exp (1
2
⋅ −1
2πi
tr(θ))
The first Chern class of H1,0 is
c1(H1,0) = [ −1
2πi
tr(θ)] ∈ Ω2(M)
This completes the calculation.

8. K-theory
In this section we analyze the K-theory group K1(SH). The aim of this section is to
prove Proposition 8.1.
For an order zero element w ∈ W0 the operator Opw(w) is bounded on L2(Rn). Let
W 0 be the C∗-algebra that is the closure of W0 in the operator norm (which is the same
as the norm closure of W0q ). If w ∼ ∑wm is the asymptotic expansion of w = w(x, ξ),
then the leading term w0 is constant on rays in R2n, and can be identified with a function
w0 ∈ C∞(S2n). We have ∥w0∥∞ ≤ ∥Opw(w)∥
where ∥ ⋅ ∥∞ is the supremum norm. The map w ↦ w0 extends by continuity to a homo-
morphism of C∗-algebras W 0 → C(S2n−1). The kernel of this map is the norm closure of
the Schwartz space S(R2n), which is the C∗-algebra K of compact operators on L2(R).
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More canonically, the kernel of W 0(V,ω) → C(S(V )) is the twisted convolution algebra
C∗(V,ω) with product
(f ∗ω g)(v) = ∫ eiω(v,w)f(v −w)g(w)dw f, g ∈ Cc(V )
We have an Sp(V )-equivariant short exact sequence,
0→ C∗(V,ω)→W 0(V,ω)→ C(S(V ))→ 0
For a = (w+,w−) ∈ A 0 we define the C∗-norm
∥a∥ ∶=max{∥Opw(w+)∥, ∥Opw(w−)∥}
Let A0 be the C∗-algebra obtained by completing A 0 in the norm ∥ ⋅∥. If a = (w+,w−) ∈ A
then the leading terms in the asymptotic expansions of w+ and w− are equal. We obtain
a map
A
0 → C∞(S2n−1) a = (w+,w−)↦ w0
which extends by continuity to A0 → C(S2n−1). The kernel of this map is isomorphic to
K ⊕K. More canonically, we have a short exact sequence
0→ C∗(V,ω)⊕C∗(V,−ω) → A0(V,ω)→ C(S(V ))→ 0.
If σ ∈ SH , then for p ∈M we have σ(p) ∈ A 0(Hp, ωp). We let
∥σ∥ ∶= sup
p∈M
∥σ(p)∥
Let SH be the C∗-algebraic closure of SH . SH is the section algebra of a continuous
field of C∗-algebras over M whose fiber at p ∈M is A0(H∗p , ωp). We obtain a short exact
sequence of C∗-algebras
0→ IH → SH → C(S∗H)→ 0
In section 4 of [1] we analyze this short exact sequence. The ideal IH ⊂ SH is the section
algebra of a continuous field over M with fibers C∗(H∗p , ωp) ⊕ C∗(H∗p ,−ωp) ≅ K ⊕K. In
fact, IH is shown to be Morita equivalent to C(M)⊕C(M).
There is a KKM -equivalence of short exact sequences,
0 // IH //
≅KKM

SH //
≅KKM

C(S∗H) //
=

0
0 // C0(H∗ ⊔H∗) // C(S∗M) // C(S∗H) // 0
where H∗p ⊔H∗p is identified with the disjoint union of the (open) upper and lower hemi-
spheres of S∗pM = S(H∗p × R). From this KKM -equivalence we obtain a commutative
diagram in K-theory,
K1(IH) //
≅

K1(SH) //
≅

K1(S∗H)
=

K1(H∗)⊕K1(H∗) // K1(S∗M) // K1(S∗H)
The two rows are exact in the middle.
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The isomorphism K1(H∗) ⊕K1(H∗) ≅ K1(IH) is obtained as the direct sum of two
maps K1(H∗) → K1(IH). The first of these maps is as follows. The symplectic vector
bundle H∗ is a Spinc vector bundle, and we have the Thom isomorphism
K1(H∗) ≅K1(M)
For a continuous function f ∶M → U(r), the principal Heisenberg symbol of the Toeplitz
operator Tf is an element in Mr(IH). We obtain a map
K1(M) →K1(IH) [f]↦ [σH(Tf)]
The first map K1(H∗)→K1(IH) is the composition of the Thom isomorphism K1(H∗) ≅
K1(M) with the map K1(M) → K1(IH) to symbols of Toeplitz operators. (For details
see [1, Section 4].)
The second map K1(H∗) →K1(IH) shall not concern us here. It is similar to the first
map, but constructed using the opposite contact structure on M , where α is replaced by
−α.
Proposition 8.1. Let M be a closed contact manifold. Every element in K1(SH) can be
represented as the sum of the principal Heisenberg symbol of a Toeplitz operator Tf for
a smooth function f ∶M → U(r), and an element in the image of the map j∗∶K1(M) →
K1(SH) determined by the inclusion j∶C(M)↪ SH .
Proof. An element in K1(S∗M) is represented by a continuous map S∗M → U(r). Every
such map is homotopic to a smooth map f ∶S∗M → U(r) that, in each fiber, is constant
on the lower hemisphere of S∗pM = S(H∗p ⊕ R). The contact form α determines a map
−α∶M → S∗M to the south pole in each fiber. Let g ∶= f ○ (−α)∶M → U(r) and π∗g = f ○(−α)○π∶S∗M → U(r), where π∶S∗M →M is the projection. Thus, [f]+π∗[g] = [f(π∗g)] is
in the image of the map K1(H∗)→K1(S∗M), while π∗[g] is the pullback of [g] ∈K1(M)
via π.
Now consider the isomorphism K1(S∗M) ≅K1(SH). Commutativity in the diagram
K1(C(M)) j∗ //
≅

K1(SH)
≅

K1(M) π∗ // K1(S∗M)
implies that the element π∗[g] ∈K1(S∗M) corresponds to j∗[g] ∈K1(SH). By commuta-
tivity in the diagram
K1(IH) //
≅

K1(SH)
≅

K1(H∗)⊕K1(H∗) // K1(S∗M)
we conclude that every element in K1(SH) is the sum of an element of the form j∗[g]
for [g] ∈K1(C(M)), and an element in the composition the first map K1(H∗)→K1(IH)
with K1(IH)→K1(SH). The latter element can be represented as the Heisenberg symbol
of a Toeplitz operator, as explained above.

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9. Proof of the index formula
We are now ready to prove our index formula.
Theorem 9.1. Let M be a compact smooth manifold of dimension 2n + 1 with contact
form α. We orient M by the volume form α(dα)n. If
P ∶C∞(M,Cr)→ C∞(M,Cr)
is a Heisenberg pseudodifferential operator of order zero that acts on sections in a trivial
bundle M × Cr, with invertible Heisenberg principal symbol σ0H(P ) ∈ Mr(SH), then the
index of P is
IndexP = ∫
M
χ(σ0H(P )) ∧ Aˆ(M).
Here χ is the character homomorphism from Theorem 6.7.
Proof. The principal Heisenberg symbol σ0H(P ) ∈ Mr(SH) determines an element in K-
theory,
[σ0H(P )] ∈K1(SH)
The index determines a homomorphism,
K1(SH)→ Z [σ0H(P )]↦ IndexP
We need to verify that this index map is equal to the map
K1(SH)→ Z σ ↦ ∫
M
χ(σ) ∧ Aˆ(M)
Since SH is a holomorphically closed dense subalgebra of the C∗-algebra SH (see the
appendix), we have
K1(SH) ≅K1(SH)
By Proposition 8.1, it suffices to verify the index formula in the case where P is a Toeplitz
operator or P is a vector bundle automorphism. The index of a vector bundle automor-
phism is zero, and in this case Theorem 9.1 follows from Lemma 9.2 below.
By Theorem 7.5, for a Toeplitz operator Tf ,
∫
M
χ(σ0H(Tf)) ∧ Aˆ(M) = ∫
M
Ch(f) ∧ exp (1
2
c1(H1,0)) ∧ Aˆ(M)
Note that
Td(H1,0) = exp (1
2
c1(H1,0)) ∧ Aˆ(M)
Thus, in the case of order zero operators, Theorem 9.1 reduces to Boutet de Monvel’s the-
orem, and its generalization to contact manifolds due to Epstein and Melrose (Theorems
7.1 and 7.2).

If g is an automorphism of the trivial vector bundle M × Cr, then g is an order zero
operator in the Heisenberg calculus. Its principal Heisenberg symbol is the image of
g ∈ GL(r,C∞(M)) in GL(r,SH) via the inclusion C∞(M) ⊂ SH .
Lemma 9.2. If g ∈ GL(r,C∞(M)) ⊂ GL(r,SH) then χ(g) = 0.
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Proof. Since ∇(g) = dg commutes with θ, we have
χ(g) =∑
l≥0
∑
i0,...,i2l+1≥0
( −1
2πi
)I+l+1 l!(I + 2l + 1)!τ(θI) tr g−1dg d(g−1)⋯dg,
where I = i0 +⋯+ i2l+1. By Lemma 5.17, τ(θI) = 0 for all I.

Remark 9.3. The index formula of Theorem 9.1 also applies verbatim to operators of
arbitrary integer order m ∈ Z. Let ∆H be a sublaplacian on M . Then
(1 +∆H)−m/2 ○ P ∶C∞(M,Cr)→ C∞(M,Cr)
is a Heisenberg elliptic operator of order zero, with the same index as L . The Heisenberg
principal symbol of ∆H is σ2H(∆H) = (Q,Q), where Q is the harmonic oscillator (see
section 2). If σmH (P ) = (σ+, σ−) then
σ0H((1 +∆H)−m/2 ○ P ) = (Q−m/2#σ+, σ−#Q−m/2) ∈ AH
If we choose a unitary connection on H , then ∇(Q,Q) = 0 and (Q,Q) commutes with θ
in WH ⊕WopH . An easy calculation shows that
χ(Q−m/2#σ+, σ−#Q−m/2) = χ(σ+, σ−)
Remark 9.4. An alternative proof of Theorem 9.1, which gives some insight into the nature
of χ(σ), is as follows. Let Φ denote the isomorphism
Φ ∶K1(SH) ≅Ð→K1(S∗M)
of section 8. As shown in [25], the index of a Heisenberg elliptic operator P is computed
by the Atiyah-Singer index formula applied to Φ(σH(P )),
IndexP = ∫
S∗M
Ch(Φ(σH(P ))) ∧Td(TM ⊗C)
The question left open in [25] was how to compute Φ(σH(P )). Our index formula can be
interpreted as precisely such a computation.
Proposition 9.5. On a compact contact manifold M ,
∫
M
χ(σ) ∧ Aˆ(M) = ∫
S∗M
Ch(Φ(σ)) ∧Td(TM ⊗C)
for all σ ∈K1(SH).
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 9.1, it suffices to prove the equality for two kinds of
elements in K1(SH1). Let π ∶ TM → M be the projection and π! ∶ Hk+2n+1c (TM) →
Hk(M) denotes integration in the fiber. For a smooth map g ∶ M → U(r) we have
π!(π∗g) = 0, and the equality follows from Lemma 9.2. If f ∶M → U(r) and
σf = (fs + (1 − s),1) ∈ SH
is the symbol of a Toeplitz operator, then by Theorem 7.5,
χ(σf) ∧ Aˆ(M) = Ch(f) ∧Td(H1,0)
From the results discussed in section 8 one derives,
Φ(σf ) = f ⊗Λ ∈K1(S∗M)
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where f ∈K1(M) and Λ ∈K0(S∗M) is the Thom class vector bundle of S∗M = S(H0,1⊕R)
(Λ restricts to a Bott generator vector bundle in each fiber ≅ S2n). A characteristic class
calculation shows that
π!(Ch(Λ)) = (Td(H0,1))−1
The proposition then follows from
Td(TM ⊗C) = Td(H1,0) ∧Td(H0,1)

Note that since Td(TM ⊗C) = Aˆ(M)2, we may state the same result as
[χ(σ)] = π!(Ch(Φ(σ))) ∧ Aˆ(M) ∈Hodd(M)
for all σ ∈K1(SH).
Appendix. Holomorphic closure of the Fre´chet algebra SH
The algebra of Heisenberg principal symbols of order zero SH is a Fre´chet algebra.
It is a holomorphically closed dense subalgebra of the C∗-algebra SH , and therefore the
inclusion SH → SH determines an isomorphism in topological K-theory
K1(SH) ≅K1(SH)
The proof of these facts follows standard techniques. For the convenience of the reader,
we sketch the steps in this appendix. A good resource on many of these topics is [18]. See
also [4, Section 5].
The continuous seminorms for the Fre´chet topology of the Weyl algebra W0 are the
optimal constants in the inequalities (3.2) and (3.4), together with the C∞ seminorms of
the restrictions of the terms aj of the asymptotic expansion (3.3).
W0 is a Fre´chet algebra with this topology, i.e. the product # is continuous. Indeed, if
c = a#b c ∼ c0 + c1 + . . . a ∼ a0 + a1 + . . . b ∼ b0 + b1 + . . .
then ck is obtained by applying a bidifferential operator to ai, bj , i, j ≤ k. It follows that
one can bound the C∞-norms of ck by the C∞ norms of ai, bj . The seminorms of (3.2),
(3.4) can be bound with the help of estimates for the remainder term in the Weyl product
(See [16, Theorem 18.5.4]).
W0q is a closed subalgebra ofW
0, and A 0 in turn is a closed subalgebra ofW0q ⊕(W0q )op.
The algebra of Schwarz functions S = S(R2n) is a closed two-sided ideal in W0. Let
I ∶= Opw(S) be the algebra of smoothing operators in the Weyl calculus. The norm
closure of I in B(L2(Rn)) is the ideal K = K(L2(Rn)) of compact operators. As a first
step, we show that the unitalization I+ is holomorphically closed in K+.
I itself is not an ideal in B(L2(Rn)). However
(9.1) ∀A1,A2 ∈ I ,B ∈ B(L2(Rn)), A1BA2 ∈ I .
This follows from the following characterisation of I : An operator A ∈ B(L2(Rn)) is in I
if and only if for every k, l the operator HkAHl, defined on the space of Schwarz functions
S(Rn), extends to a bounded operator on L2(Rn). Here H is the harmonic oscillator on
L2(Rn).
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Lemma 9.6. Let A ∈ I, so that 1 + A is a bounded Fredholm operator. Let P0 be the
orthogonal projection on ker(1 + A), and P1 the orthogonal projection on ker(1 + A∗).
Choose a parametrix 1 +B ∈ B(L2(Rn)) of 1 +A such that
(1 +B)(1 +A) = 1 − P0 (1 +A)(1 +B) = 1 − P1
Then B ∈ I.
Proof. If (1 +A)f = 0 then f = −Af ∈ S(Rn). If f1, f2, . . . , fk is an orthonormal basis for
the kernel of 1+A, then the Schwartz kernel of P0 is ∑fj(x) ¯fj(y) ∈ S(R2n), and so P0 ∈ I .
Likewise P1 ∈ I .
From A + B +BA = −P0 we get A2 +AB +ABA = −AP0. Since ABA ∈ I by (9.1) we
have AB ∈ I . Then A +B +AB = −P1 implies B ∈ I .

Corollary 9.7. If A ∈ I+ is invertible as a bounded operator on L2(Rn), then A−1 ∈ I+.
Let W 0 be the C∗-algebra that is the norm closure of W0 ⊂ B(L2(Rn)). Lemma 9.6
together with the Weyl symbolic calculus implies that W0 is holomorphically closed in
W 0.
Lemma 9.8. If a ∈ W0 is such that A = Opw(a) is invertible as a bounded operator on
L2(Rn), then A−1 = Opw(b) for some b ∈W0.
Proof. We have the short exact sequence
0→ K(L2(Rn))→W 0 σWÐ→ C(S2n−1)→ 0
If Opw(a) is invertible in B(L2(Rn)), it is invertible in W 0. Then σW (a) is invertible in
C(S2n−1). The principal Weyl symbol σW (a) is the leading term σW (a) = a0 ∈ C∞(S2n−1)
in the asymptotic expansion a ∼ a0 + a1 + ⋯. Since σW (a) is invertible in C(S2n−1), it is
also invertible in C∞(S2n−1). In the Weyl symbolic calculus, using (3.5), this implies that
the full Weyl symbol a0 + a1 +⋯ is invertible. Then there exists r ∈W0 such that
1 − a#r = q0 ∈ S 1 − r#a = q1 ∈ S
Denote R ∶= Opw(r), Q0 ∶= Opw(q0), Q1 ∶= Opw(q1), so that
1 −AR = Q0 ∈ I 1 −RA = Q1 ∈ I
By Lemma 9.6 there exists T ∈ I such that (1 − Q0)(1 + T ) = 1 − P0, where P0 ∈ I is
a projection. Then S ∶= R(1 + T ) is another parametrix for A. We have 1 − AS = P0,
while 1 − SA = Q1 −RTA ∈ I . Let P1 ∶= Q1 −RTA. (P1 is not necessarily a projection.)
Then S = A−1 −A−1P0 = A−1 − P1A−1. Hence A−1P0 = P1A−1. Since P0 is an idempotent,
A−1P0 = P1A−1P0. By (9.1) we have P1A−1P0 ∈ I , and so A−1 − S = A−1P0 ∈ I . Therefore
A−1 = Opw(b) for some b ∈W0.

Corollary 9.9. If a ∈ W0q is invertible in W
0, then a−1 ∈ W0q . Similarly, if a ∈ A
0 is
invertible in A0 then a−1 ∈ A0.
We will now discuss smooth dependence of inverses on parameters. We will use the
following version of (9.1), which can be proved in a similar manner: If a1(s), a2(s) are
smooth families in S depending on a parameter s ∈ Rm, and B(s) ∈ B(L2(Rn)) is a smooth
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family of operators with respect to the operator norm, then there exists a smooth family
c(s) of elements in S with
Opw(a1(s))B(s)Opw(a2(s)) = Opw(c(s))
Lemma 9.10. Let 1 + q(s), s ∈ Rm, q(s) ∈ S, be a smooth invertible family. Then(1 + q(s))−1 = 1 + p(s), where p(s) is also a smooth family in S.
Proof. Let Q(s) = Opw(q(s)). Note that (1 +Q(s))−1 is a smooth family of operators in
B(L2(Rn)). Then
(1 +Q(s))−1 = 1 −Q(s) +Q(s)(1 +Q(s))−1Q(s).
Hence p(s) = −q(s) + c(s) where Opw(c(s)) = Q(s)(1 +Q(s))−1Q(s).

Proposition 9.11. Assume that a(s) ∈ W0, s ∈ Rm is a smooth family (in the sense
that a(x, ξ, s) is a smooth function on the radial compactification of R2n times Rm) such
that a(0) is invertible. Then for s close to 0 there exists a smooth family b(s) such that
Opw(a(s))−1 = Opw(b(s)).
Proof. First one constructs a smooth family c(s) such that c(0) = a(0)−1, 1−a(s)#c(s) =
q0(s) ∈ S , 1−c(s)#a(s) = q1(s) ∈ S . Construct an arbitrary smooth family of parametrices
for a(s) and add a constant in s term in I to achieve c(0) = a(0)−1. Note that qi(s) is
smooth in s and qi(0) = 0. Hence ∥Opw(qi(s))∥ < 1 for small s and 1 − Opw(qi(s))
is an invertible operator. Therefore there exists a smooth family p(s) ∈ S such that(1 + p(s))#(1 − q1(s)) = 1. If we set b(s) = (1 + p(s))#(1 − q1(s)), we have b(s)#a(s) = 1
for small s. Since a(s) is invertible for small s, b(s) is the inverse.

Corollary 9.12. If σ ∈ SH is invertible in SH then σ−1 ∈ SH .
For the Frechet algebra SH , the topological K-theory is defined as
K1(SH) ∶= π0(GL(SH))
where GL(SH) is the topological group obtained as the direct limit limÐ→GL(r,SH). We
have (see [6, III. Appendix C]):
Corollary 9.13. The inclusion SH → SH induces an isomorphism in topological K-
theory,
K1(SH) ≅K1(SH).
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